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Detectability Models and Waveform Design for Multiple
Access Low-Probability-of-Intercept Networks

Robert F. Mills
Glenn E. Prescott, Advisor

Abstract

Increased connectivity demands in the tactical battlefield have led to the
development of multiple access low-probability-of-intercept (LPI) communi-
cation networks. Most detectability studies of LPI networks have focused on
the individual network links, in which detectability calculations are carried
out for a single network emitter. This report, however, presents a different
approach to network detectability analysis: it is assumed that the intercep-
tor does not attempt to distinguish one emitter from another, but rather
decides only if a network is operating or not. What distinguishes this ap-
proach from conventional link intercept analysis is that detection decisions
are based on energy received from multiple sources.

The following multiple access schemes are considered: frequency divi-
sion, time division, direct sequence code division, and frequency hop code
division. The wideband radiometer and its hybrids, suc; as the channelized
radiometer, are used as potential network intercept receivers.

Two network detection models are developed. A dispersed network in-
tercept model is appropriate for scenarios in which the network transmitters
are dispersed throughout a fixed tactical region, and the interceptor is inside
the network. The intercept area for the specified probabilities of detection
and false alarm is used as a performance metric. A stand-off network in-
tercept model is used for situations in which the network transmitters are
collocated and the interceptor is standing-off. The performance metric for
this model is a network LPI quality factor, which directly relates the net-
work's operating range to the intercept range, as a function of the waveform
parameters and the interceptor's desired performance level.

Covert signal design strategies applicable to LPI networks are then pre-
sented. Techniques for improving network covertness include modulation
and coding, and data rate reduction using pulse combining. The effects
of varying waveform parameters on the performance of various intercept
receivers are also investigated.
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Abstract

Increased connectivity demands in the tactical battlefield have led to the development

of multiple access low-probability-of-intercept (LPI) communication networks. Most

detectability studies of LPI networks have focused on the individual network links, in

which detectability calculations are carried out for a single network emitter. This report,

however, presents a different approach to network detectability analysis: it is assumed

that the interceptor does not attempt to distinguish one emitter from another, but

rather decides only if a network is operating or not. What distinguishes this approach

from conventional link intercept analysis is that detection decisions are based on energy

received from multiple sources.

The following multiple access schemes are considered: frequency division, time di-

vision, direct sequence code division, and frequency hop code divisirn. The wideband

radiometer and its hybrids, such as the channelized radiometer, are used as potential

network intercept receivers.

Two network detection models are developed. A dispersed network intercept model

is appropriate for scenarios in which the network transmitters are dispersed throughout

a fixed tactical region, and the interceptor is inside the network. The intercept area

for the specified probabilities of detection and false alarm is used as a performance

metric. A stand-off network intercept model is used for situations in which the network

transmitters are collocated and the interceptor is standing-off. The performance metric

for this model is a network LPI quality factor, which directly relates the network's

operating range to the intercept range, as a function of the waveform parameters and

the interceptor's desired performance level.

Covert signal design strategies applicable to LPI networks are then presented. Tech-

niques for improving network covertness include modulation and coding, and data rate

reduction using pulse combining. The effects of varying waveform parameters on the

performance of various intercept receivers are also investigated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

An area of critical importance to military commanders is the vulnerability of their

communication systems to interception and exploitation. While an anti-jamming capa-

bility is an essential feature for military communication systems, there are situations

in which communications covertness is more important. For example, the requirement

for covert operation of military aircraft has driven the design of stealth aircraft with

small radar cross sections in an attempt to minimize the likelihood of detection by

surveillance radars. Likewise, the reduction of communications detectability, resulting

in a low-probability-of-intercept (LPI) communication system, is also critical to mission

covertness. LPI principles are becoming progressively more important to the commer-

cial sector as well. The features that render a waveform less detectable to unintended

listeners also make it less likely the signal will interfere with other users. This offers the

potential for developing communications networks capable of supporting more active

users than when conventional multiple access techniques are used.

Generally, past LPI research has focused on the point-to-point communication link,

consisting of a transmitter-receiver pair, one or more jammers, and an intercept re-

ceiver. A number of models have been developed to analyze the link's detectability.

Typically, each device is identified by a set of operational parameters, such as power,

signal bandwidth, required bit error probability, etc., and an overall detectability equa-

tion is developed using link budget analysis techniques. A common measure of how

well the LPI link operates is the ratio of communication range to intercept range: that
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is, for a given separation between the transmitter and receiver, how far away can the

interceptor detect the signal?

The logical extension for the LPI communications link is to connect multiple users

into a unified network. A multiple access LPI (MALPI) network is then defined as

a collection of users sharing a radio frequency channel such that the detectability of

the overall network is minimized. Although a number of studies ([17, 23], for example)

have investigated the design issues for LPI networks, detectability analyses are typically

carried out for a single network transmitter, rather than for the network at large. While

this is a valid approach (effective LPI link design will inherently improve the covertness

of the network), the impact of multiple transmitters has not really been addressed.

Specifically, the following questions arise:

" What is meant by detection of a network, and how does it differ from that of a

single link?

" What is the best type of intercept receiver for a given network structure?

* How does the detectability depend on the multiple access scheme?

" How can the network be designed and/or operated to minimize overall

detectability?

1.2 Problem Description

The primary purpose of this research was to develop models for determining the de-

tectability of MALPI networks, in which the interceptor does not attempt to isolate a

particular transmitter. Based on these models, network LPI performance metrics were

then developed to allow comparisons among various intercept strategies and network

structures to provide insight into the design and analysis of LPI networks. Finally,

waveform design techniques were developed for use in improving network covertness.

1.2.1 Scope

The following multiple access schemes were considered in this research: frequency di-

vision (FDMA), time division (TDMA), direct sequence code division (DS-CDMA),
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and frequency hop code division (FH-CDMA). Intercept receivers include the wideband

radiometer, channelized radiometer, and binary moving window type detectors, which

exploit the discrete distribution of signal energy in the time-frequency space. The effects

of jamming and interference were not considered.

1.2.2 Assumptions

To simplify the problem of analyzing a tactical network, the following assumptions were

used:

" All network transmitters are confined to a limited geographic region. Users may

be fixed or mobile; they may be on the ground, at sea, or in the air.

* The interceptor in general does not know the relative position of, nor direction

to, the network users. The interceptor's goal is merely to determine if the

network is in operation.

" The interceptor does know the fixed parameters of the network signal structure

(i.e., chip rate, frequency hop rate, bandwidths, etc.), and has good estimates of

the probability distributions of any pseudorandom parameters.

" Static networks are assumed-communication resources are assigned in a fixed

assignment fashion; entry/withdrawal, message routing, and throughput issues

are not considered.

" Free space (1/R 2) propagation is used.

" Transmitter power levels remain fixed for the interceptor's observation time.

" Omnidirectional antennas are used within the network.

These assumptions are not overly restrictive, considering the tactical nature of the

network, and they are consistent with previous research in this area [17, 23].

1.2.3 Summary of Current Knowledge

Most of the published work in the area of LPI communications is deals with the design

and analysis of the point-to-point link, as discussed earlier. Much of the LPI research

from the 1970s and 1980s is summarized in [8].
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Waveform Analysis

In the mid-1970s there was considerable interest in the development of LPI communi-

cation systems, especially by the Naval Research Laboratory, which published several

reports on LPI waveform design and detectability [5, 9, 26]. However, military planners

decided that anti-jam protection was paramount, and LPI research received little atten-

tion until the late 1980s. More recently, researchers from the Avionics Laboratory at

Wright-Patterson AFB have developed techniques for LPI communications system de-

sign on a single link basis (transmit power, modulation, antennas, etc.) using LPI quality

factors [12]. Analysis tools based on these quality factors have been developed [19] and

are now in use by several US research laboratories in evaluating the detectability of LPI

waveforms against candidate intercept receiver structures.

Intercept Receivers

Most of the theory associated with intercept receivers and radiometric detectors was

adapted from radar detection applications from nearly 30 years ago. Classic papers on

noncoherent detection by Barton [2] and Urkowitz [25] have been used in the develop-

ment of several radiometer detection models [9, 10, 18]. The purpose of these detection

models is to provide a closed form relationship between the desired performance of the

radiometer (specified by its probabilities of false alarm and detection) and the required

signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver input. An in-depth analysis of the derivations of

these models has shown them to be roughly equivalent for spread spectrum signals with

large time-bandwidth products [151.

LPI Networks

As discussed previously, there have been a few efforts in the area of LPI network design,

as well. Two efforts in particular have investigated the interaction between waveform

parameters and signal detectability, although detectability calculations are limited to

the interception of a single transmitter.

The LPI Waveform Study [23], produced for USAF Rome Laboratory, is a com-

prehensive technical report addressing a wide range of issues including general network
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design concepts (such as throughput requirements and topology), covert waveform de-

sign, and artificial intelligence-based network control.

A similar effort was performed for the US Army Research Office in support of their

distributed spread spectrum radio network research program [17]. The purpose of this

research was to identify key parameters affecting operation of each network commu-

nication link (i.e., transmitter power, antenna gains, etc) and develop a strategy for

controlling these parameters on a network-wide basis. Only direct sequence CDMA

networks were considered.

1.3 Approach

This research consisted of three major tasks. First, network intercept models were de-

veloped to relate the performance of the intercept receiver (in terms of its probability of

false alarm, probability of detection, and received signal-to-noise ratio) to the network's

physical and waveform parameters. This included development of approrriate intercept

strategies which exploit certain features of the network waveforms, su( as frequency

channelisation or time division multiplexing. Since radiometric intercept receivers were

used in this research, the detection models are based on the received energy from each

network transmitter.

Second, performance metrics were derived to allow comparisons between different

intercept strategies, and to evaluate the effects of varying signal parameters on the

detectability of the network. An effective measure of any LPI system, be it a single

link or a network of many users, is the expected region (as measured by range, area, or

volume) of communications compared to the potential region of interception.

In the final task, waveform design techniques were developed to reduce network

detectability. Performance comparisons between intercept receivers as a function of

waveform parameters were also investigated, by applying the detectability models and

performance metrics developed in the previous tasks.
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1.4 Sequence of Presentation

This report consists of five chapters, including this introduction. Chapter 2 contains

background information on LPI link analysis, fundamental intercept receivers, and mul-

tiple access network schemes. Key LPI topics include development of the LPI Equation

and LPI quality factors which greatly simplify the analysis and design of LPI links.

An overview of interception strategies and common intercept receivers, such as the

wideband and channelized radiometers, is also presented. Finally, issues regarding the

application of LPI techniques to multiple access networks arc covered.

The topic of Chapter 3 is the detection of multiple access networks. First, the differ-

ences between link and network interception are explored. Then, network detectability

models and LPI performance metrics are developed for each intercept receiver and mul-

tiple access scheme considered in this research. Examples illustrating the application of

these models are also presented.

Waveform design techniques which are suitable for use in multiple access LPI net-

works are then presented in Chapter 4. Intercept receiver performance comparisons as

a function of network waveform parameters, are also presented. Examples illustrating

the use of these techniques are included. Chapter 5 provides a brief summary of this

research, along with recommendations for further study.



Chapter 2

Fundamentals: LPI, Detection, and Networks

Before multiple access LPI networks can be discussed in any detail, it is desirable to

review the fundamentals of LPI communication system design, signal interception, and

multiple access networks. In this chapter, the following topics are covered:

" Analysis of the typical point-to-point LPI communications link

" LPI system quality factors and how they are employed to simplify the design

and analysis of an LPI communication link

" Common LPI waveforms

" Radiometric detection techniques and strategies

" Application of LPI techniques to multiple access networks

2.1 Typical Intercept Scenario

Figure 2.1 depicts a typical point-to-point LPI link scenario, in which a cooperative

transmitter and receiver are targeted by jammers, which disrupt the communications

receiver, and intercept receivers, which attempt to detect and exploit the transmitted

signal.

The objective of any LPI communication system is to conduct information between

a transmitter and receiver while minimizing the ability of an unauthorized listener to

intercept, classify, or otherwise exploit the transmitted signal. The communication

7
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J,

SIN

Jae # 2S, / No

Figure 2.1: Typical LPI Scenario

system has a variety of techniques for reducing the probability of intercept: steerable
high gain antennas, adaptive transmitter power control, and transmitted waveforms

with large time-bandwidth products and noise-like spectra, just to name a few. Likewise,

the interceptor has similar technologies, such as directional, low sidelobe antennas and

adaptive filtering.

2.1.1 LPI Communication Link Analysis

The communication system is characterized by several performance parameters which

are evaluated to determine how well the system performs. For example, the transmitter
is characterized by its power, antenna gain, and modulation type, while the receiver is

characterized by its antenna gain, noise bandwidth, and system temperature. There

is always some performance requirement imposed on a communication system, usually

specified as the bit error probability, Pz, which then determines the required signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) for the given modulation scheme:

Sc Eb (2.1)
-=14bj
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where

" Sc is the received signal power

" N$C is the power spectral density (PSD) of the noise and interference at the

Input to the receiver

" J& is the communication data rate (bits per second)

" E&/NC is the bit energy to noise PSD required to achieve the desired Pr

The noise/interference PSD, NSc, is the sum of PSDs due to additive white Gaussian

noise (AWGN), Noc, and interference/jamming, Njc:

Nsc = No + Nic (2.2)

where

Noc = kT.c + kTo(Fc - 1) (2.3)

Nic = E Sjin9CmnC (2.4)
n=1 m=1

and

" k is Boltzmann's constant

" BC is the noise bandwidth of the communications receiver

" T6C is the communications antenna noise temperature

" To is the room temperature (290- K)

" FC is the communications receiver noise figure

* Jnc is the jamming component from the nth jammer at the mth frequency

component

The jamming PSD accounts for the effect of N jammers, which are assumed to transmit

in discrete frequency cells. Jnnc represents the power level transmitted by the nth

jammer (out of N total) in the mth frequency slot (M total). The factors 9cn and gcn

represent the null-steering and interference suppression factors, respectively, which act
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together to reduce the effect of Jmc. In a dense jamming environment, Nsc will be

dominated by the jamming (Nsc t. N.c), while in a jam-free environment, thermal

noise dominates (Nsc f Noc).

Using link budget techniques, the received signal power at the receiver is

= GrcGcT (2.5)

Sc = (4wRc/,) 2 Lc

where

* PT is the transmitter power

* GTC is the transmitter antenna gain in the direction of the receiver

" GCT is the receiver antenna gain in the direction of the transmitter

" Rc is the distance between the transmitter and receiver

" (4wRc/A)2 is the propagation loss (assuming free space 1/R2 propagation)

• A is the transmission wavelength (A = c/f)

" Lc is the atmospheric loss factor, which accounts for losses due to rain and

water vapor

Using (2.1) and (2.5), the received signal power to noise PSD can be expressed in

terms of the link parameters:

Sc _ E, _ PTGTcGcT( A )2

Nsc - Nsc L- cNsc 4wRc (2.6)

Solving for the communication range Rc yields

/PTGTcGCT A 2 1Rc vLcNsc Sc/Nsc (2.7)

2.1.2 Intercept Link Analysis

Analysis of the intercept link proceeds in a similar fashion. The available signal power

at the intercept receiver is
PrGTIG I2.8Sl= (4wR,/A) 2 L (.8
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where

* GTI is the transmitter antenna gain in the direction of the receiver

" GrT is the receiver antenna gain in the direction of the transmitter

" R is the intercept range

" Lr is the atmospheric loss in the intercept link

Solving for the intercept range gives

.IPTGTIGIT A 1 1= VLN I '4)Ssis (2.9)

where Ns$ is the noise/interference PSD:

Nsi = No + Nj (2.10)

with
No! kT.j + kTo(Fl - 1) (2.11)

Nj= (2.12)
ndn=2 m=1 Br

and

" B1 is the noise bandwidth of the intercept receiver

" T.1 is the intercept antenna noise temperature

" To is the room temperature (290- K)

* F1 is the intercept receiver noise figure

• Jm 1 is the jamming power level from the nth jammer at the mth frequency

component

" grn and gzm are the null-steering and interference suppression factors for the nth

jammer and mth frequency tone, respectively
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The received signal power to noise PSD ratio, S1/NS, determines the achievable

performance of the interceptor, as described by its probability of detection, PD, and

probability of false alarm, Pp. For any desired PD and PF, there is some required

5I/NS, which then determines the maximum intercept range, given in (2.9). Beyond

this range, the interceptor will not achieve its performance requirements.

2.1.3 LPI Quality Factors

In the previous sections, expressions for the communication and interception ranges

were derived in terms of the scenario parameters (antenna gains, losses, etc.) and the

desired performance: PU for the communication receiver; PD and Pp for the intercept

receiver. The purpose of LPI is to maximize RC with respect to Rr, as shown below:

(Rc ) GCTGT Lz Ns1 S/Ns,
R) = GITGTI Lc Nsc Sc/Nsc (2.13)

Equation (2.13) is commonly referred to as the LPI Equation. There are many options

for increasing Rc/R1, such as reducing GTI (using low sidelobe antennas) or reduc-

ing the required Sc/Nsc (through modulation and coding), which make the LPI link

more difficult to detect. The objective is to make the intercept receiver move unaccept-

ably dose to the transmitter (thus increasing its physical risk) in order to achieve its

performance requirements.

LPI quality factors can be used to facilitate the analysis of various tradeoffs in (2.13).

These quality factors are quite useful since they allow a direct comparison of the perfor-

mance requirements of the two receivers. Furthermore, parameters which are common

to both of the links (such as PT and X) are not considered.

LPI Quality Factor

The LPI quality factor is defined in decibels as

QLPI = 20 log (R) (2.14)

As indicated by this expression, any action which improves the covertness of the commu-

nication link will either allow the communication system to operate over a longer range

or force the interceptor to move closer to the transmitter to achieve its desired perfor-

mance level. QPIp! is increased by designing LPI features into the system such that the
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terms in (2.13) are maximized. In fact, each of these terms can also be expressed as a

quality factor:

QLPI = QANT + QATM + Qis + QMOD (2.15)

where

" QANT is the antenna quality factor

" QATJ is the atmospheric quality factor

" Qis is the interference suppression quality factor

" QMOD is the modulation quality factor

Each of these quality factors is discussed in the following sections.

Antenna Quality Factor

The antenna quality factor is defined as

QANT = 10log (2.16)

QANT accounts for any advantages provided by using high quality antennas. To maxi-

mize QANT, the communicator designs GCT and GTC to be large and GTI to be small-

steerable, high-gain antennas with low sidelobes are generally used.

The communicator has no control over the interceptor antenna gain, GIT. If GIT is

large, QANT will be reduced. The interceptor cannot arbitrarily increase GTI, however,

since a smaller beamwidth requires a longer search time to acquire the LPI signal.

The probability of missing a short transmitted pulse therefore increases when high-gain

antennas are used by the interceptor.

Atmospheric Quality Factor

The atmospheric quality factor, QATM, accounts for the relative atmospheric effects in

the communication and intercept links. It is defined in decibels as

QATM = GRz - fcRc (2.17)
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where J1 and Ec are loss factors, expressed in dB/km or dB/mile. In most cases, the path

losses in the communication and intercept links can be assumed to be equal (excluding

the free space loss), since the interceptor and communications receiver are close together

and operate in essentially the same atmospheric conditions.

Interference Suppression Quality Factor

The interference suppression quality factor compares the ability of the intercept and

communications receiver to suppress or minimize interference. QIS is defined as follows,

Qis = 10 log ( E )-c (2.18)

Using Equations (2.2) and (2.10) with (2.18) yields

= 10 log kT.1 + kTo(F - 1) + I (2.19)
Qs -kT.c + kTo(Fc - 1) + E!I-= I gcngcm (2.

If the two receivers effectively eliminate any jamming interference, Qis is dominated by

the respective noise figures and antenna temperatures. Usually, the interference sup-

pression filters are adaptive excision filters, and are intended to whiten the interference

environment. The ability of either receiver to null out interference from a particular

frequ,.ncy cell or jammer will increase or decrease Qis accordingly.

Modulation Quality Factor

The modulation quality factor is probably the most significant quality factor, since

it allows a direct performance comparison for the two receivers. QMOD is defined in

decibels as

QMOD = 10log (S/Ns1 ) (2.20)

QMOD ignores all scenario dependent factors, which are accounted for by QANT, QATM,

and Qrs-only the parameters of the signal (modulation, bandwidth) and the detection

method (noncoherent, coherent) are important. Any action which increases the required

SNR at the intercept receiver or decreases the required SNR at the communication

receiver increases QMOD.

The relative performance of the two receivers is paramount. Although the commu-

nication receiver has a priori knowledge of the signal structure, the interceptor makes
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decisions regarding only the presence or absence of the signal and not the actual content.

Hence the interceptor often requires less SNR to meet its performance requirements.

The required SNRs for both receivers can be expressed as functions of performance

and signal parameters. The intercept SNR depends on the desired PD and PF, the

observation time, T, and intercept bandwidth, W. Likewise, the communication re-

ceiver's SNR depends on the desired PE, modulation, and data rate. Thus, QMOD can

be expressed as

QMOD = CI(PD, Pp, T, W)
Cc(PE)Rb (2.21)

To use (2.21), appropriate expressions for Cc(PE) and Ci(Ps, Pp, T, W) are required.

The value of Cc = E6/No can be obtained from digital modulation performance curves,

or from analytic representations, such as those given in Table 2.1. CI depends on the

type of intercept receiver being used and the detection parameters. Several intercept

receiver models have been developed and are presented in [16, 20]. Development of a

detection model for the wideband radiometer is discussed in Section 2.3.

Modidation Type Cc(PE) = Eb/No
Noncoherent Binary FSK -2 ln(2PE)

Differentially Coherent BFSK - ln(2PE)
Coherent BPSK/QPSK [Q- 1 (PE)] /2

Table 2.1: Required Eb/No as a Function of Desired PE

Interpretations and Use of Quality Factors

LPI system quality factors are extremely useful in designing an LPI system, because the

various tradeoffs involved can be quickly assimilated. In (2.14), there are several factors

which can be directly controlled by the LPI system designer. First, high-gain antennas

with low sidelobes can be used to maximize QANT. Second, interference-excision filters

can be used to reduce the effect of jammers and thus maximize Qis. Finally, effective

LPI waveforms can be used to maximize QMOD. Any LPI improvement can then be

used several ways:
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1. Operate the LPI link over a longer range, with all other parameters

remaining constant.

2. Reduce transmit power (keeping Rc constant), which reduces the intercept

range

3. Maintain constant RC and R1, and trade the increase for a decrease

elsewhere in the system design (i.e., trade an improvement due to

modulation and coding for cheaper antennas)

2.2 Common LPI Waveforms

As discussed in the previous section, the covertness of an LPI communication link can

be improved by increasing the modulation quality factor. This is accomplished by using

waveforms which are inherently more difficult to detect or intercept. There are many

classes of waveforms which can be used for LPI purposes, ranging from simple structures

to complex hybrids, and providing different LPI capabilities. These waveforms often

exhibit antijam (AJ) properties as well.

2.2.1 Direct Sequence

Direct sequence (DS) spread spectrum modulation is equivalent to BPSK or QPSK

modulation, except a high bit rate pseudorandom binary waveform is combined with

the information data stream before modulating the carrier. The result is a waveform

having a spectrum many times wider than if just data were used to modulate the carrier.

Furthermore, the power spectral density of the waveform is reduced considerably, and

is often indistinguishable from background noise.

The communication receiver knows the spreading code used at the transmitter and

can despread the signal, in effect yielding a narrowband system. LPI is achieved because

the interceptor does not know the spreading code and must therefore use a wideband

receiver to capture all of the transmitted energy, thus accepting more noise as well. AJ

capability is obtained, because any jamming signals are spread at the communication

receiver during the despreading process.

The bandwidth expansion factor is roughly the ratio of the chip rate of the pseu-

dorandom bit stream to the bit rate of the information data. This ratio is generally
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defined as the processing gain:

PW (2.22)

The energy distribution for the DS waveform is shown in Figure 2.2. Because of the

spreading, TIW 1 > 1.

W.

T

Figure 2.2: Time-Frequency Diagram for a DS BPSK Signal

2.2.2 Frequency Hopping

Figure 2.3 shows the energy distribution for a frequency hopping (FH) signal, in which

the carrier frequency changes according to a pseudorandom pattern. The total band-

width and message duration time are W and T1, respectively, while the bandwidth and

duration of each hop are W 2 and T2. The hop rate is Rh = 1/T2, and there are M

frequency channels (not necessarily contiguous) and N hops in the total message time.

LPI (and AJ) capability is achieved since the interceptor (or jammer) does not know

the exact hop sequence.

In a slow FH system, the hop dwell time is greater than the data symbol duration

(i.e., multiple symbols per hop), and T2W2 > 1. In a fast FH system, the hop dwell time
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I-m-... m__

W,=MW, T,=NT2

Figure 2.3: Time-Frequency Diagram for a Frequency-Hopped Signal

is shorter than the symbol duration (multiple hops per symbol), and W2 ; Rh = 1/T 2 .

Pulsed FH signals can be generated by using a duty cycle less than 100 percent. While

there are no LPI benefits to this modification, AJ performance can be improved. With

pulsed FH, W2T2 = 1, but W2 > Rh. The duty cycle is a = NTh/Tm.

2.2.3 Time-Hopping

Figure 2.4 shows the energy distribution for a typical time-hopping (TH) signal, in which

the transmission time slots are selected according to a pseudorandom pattern. During

each frame time, TF, a new time slot of duration T2 is selected; the entire bandwidth

W, is available to each user. LPI benefits arise because the time uncertainty forces the

interceptor to use a longer observation interval than the signal's duration; hence noise-

only samples are added to the detection process. Likewise, AJ is improved because the

jammer must match its transmission time to that of the communication transmitter.
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2.2.4 Hybrid Waveforms

LPI and AJ performance can be improved by combining various modulation schemes.

Figure 2.5 illustrates the FH/TH hybrid, in which the time slots and frequency channels

are both selected pseudorandoinly. DS modulation could also be used within each pulse.

- 2T

Figure 2.4: Time-Frequency Diagram for Time-Hopped Signal

T.=NT,

Figure 2.5: Time-Frequency Diagram for FH/TH Signal
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2.2.5 LPI versus Antijam

The characteristics of antijam (AJ) and LPI links are in many cases similar. These

similarities are due to the waveforms used rather than design philosophy. For an effective

AJ capability, a communication link is designed such that a large signal-to-noise ratio

and plenty of excess margin is available at the receiver. Spread spectrum waveforms,

such as FH and DS are used to provide processing gain.

Spread spectrum waveforms are also used in LPI links because they provide large

bandwidths and low-level power densities. However, unlike AJ systems, LPI systems

are designed such that the absolute minimum SNR required to provide the minimum

level of acceptable performance is available at the receiver. As discussed in Section 2.1,

every factor in the link equation is carefully considered (transmitter power, antenna

gains, range, etc.) such that the link operates at the desired performance level. Excess

power levels are avoided because they increase the detectability of the system.

AJ and LPI systems also differ in their perceived threats and survivability require-

ments. The threat to an AJ system is that a jammer may be able to disrupt the receiver

and therefore deny the use of that data link for tactical purposes. This would result in

varying degrees of mission impairment, depending on the purpose of the communica-

tion link. At one extreme, the denial of a communication channel may force the user to

select a different frequency, which is free of jamming. At the other extreme, a weapons

platform may fail to release its weapon, miss the desired target, or perhaps even hit an

unintended target, causing a large amount of collateral damage.

The threat to an LPI system is that hostile forces will be able to detect covert

transmissions and then possibly intercept and exploit the information (see [16] for a

complete discussion of these concepts). Again there are varying degrees of mission im-

pairment, such as a compromise of information regarding troop movements, or detection

and capture of a covert search and rescue mission.

Because jamming is an active process, the users of a jammed communication link

will know when the link fails due to jamming. Corrective measures, such as the use

of alternate frequencies, can then be implemented, and mission impairment may be

minimized. In contrast, interception is a passive process, and the LPI communicator

will generally not know if the signal has been intercepted. Hence, any detection or

interception of a covert message could could conceivably result in mission failure.
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In summary, the similarities between AJ and LPI communication links end at the

waveform selection process. AJ systems make no attempt to hide their signal, and

operate with the premise that jammers will attempt to disrupt the signal-power and

processing gain are used to overcome any interference. Covertness, on the other hand,

is the key to LPI communications. Although LPI communication links exhibit some AJ

properties, their true strength lies in concealment.

2.3 Basic Detection Techniques

In this section, several fundamental techniques for detecting spread-spectrum LPI sig-

nals are discussed. Topics include some of the more common intercept receivers, such

as the wideband radiometer, and how they can be used to detect the various spread-

spectrum waveforms discussed in the previous section.

2.3.1 Detection Strategy

The ability to detect or intercept a spread-spectrum signal depends a great deal on how

much the interceptor knows about the signal (i.e., carrier frequency, hop rate, pulse

timing, etc.). In [3], five levels of interceptor knowledge are defined. At level one, the

interceptor knows nothing about the signal, while level five assumes the interceptor has

complete knowledge. Neither extreme is realistic, and it is generally assumed that the

interceptor knows the fixed parameters of the signal and has estimates of the probability

distributions of any pseudorandom parameters. This constitutes a uworst case" scenario

(from the LPI communicator's perspective), in which the interceptor designs and builds

the best possible receiver [8].

Dillard and Dillard ([7, 8]) give a useful detection model, illustrated in Figure 2.6

which can be applied to a variety of scenarios. The model has two main elements. The

coarse structure defines how the data symbols are distributed in time and frequency in

the total system time-bandwidth plane. The micro structure defines the energy distri-

bution within each data symbol; the two types of micro structures include pseudonoise

(PN) and frequency hop (FH). The individual parameters of the detection model are

described in Table 2.2 (from [8]).
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The interceptor does not know enough about the transmitted signal to use coherent

processing techniques, so noncoherent detection methods are usually used. Most inter-

cept receivers use square-law devices followed by a filter or integrator to detect energy

or signal features, such as the hop rate or chip rate. There has been a great deal of

research lately on detectors which exploit spectral correlation, such as the single cycle

detector [11]. Radiometric receivers are used exclusively in this research.

TI

WW* , W

Data Symbol

Coarse
' 

Stucur T"

" TH interval

DataS Sybo oS--.T%-

i T, i

PN Microstrcturc PH Microstricture

Figure 2.6: Generic Spread-Spectrum Waveform Detection Model
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Signal Strvctmre Categories Notation Definition
All Categories T1 , W1  Duration and bandwidth

of transmission
A1 Signal energy of

transmission
Data symbols each contain a T2 , W2  Duration and bandwidth

number of signaling elements; of data symbol
i.e., the symbol has an FH, b2 Number of data symbols
TH, or PN structure. If the per transmission
structure is PN, the value of TP2 Duration of hop interval
T3 usually can be disregarded (Tp2 = T1/b 2)
in detectability calculations. E2 Signal energy in data symbol

T3 , W3  Duration and bandwidth of
elements (TW 3  1)

b3 Number of elements per
data symbol

Tp3  Duration of hop interval
(Tp, = T2/ba)

E3 Signal energy of element
Data symbols each have only one T2, W 2  Duration and bandwidth of

signaling element data symbol (T 2W2 ,z 1)
b2 Number of data symbols per

transmission
Tp2  Duration of hop interval
E2  Signal energy of data symbol

Table 2.2: Definitions for Dillard's Signal Detectability Model
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2.3.2 Wideband Radiometer

The simplest intercept receiver is the wideband or total power radiometer, shown in

Figure 2.7. The radiometer estimates the energy received in a given bandwidth, W,

over the observation interval, T. Normally, T and W are matched to those of the signal

so as to capture all available energy, without integrating noise-only samples. However,

sometimes it is beneficial to restrict the bandwidth slightly, or to weight the frequency

components as discussed in [4].

BPF T vpresent
W Hz 10Tabsent

V,

Figure 2.7: Radiometer Block Diagram

The test statistic V is formed by bandpass filtering the input signal, squaring, and

then integrating. If the random variable V exceeds the detection threshold VT, a signal

is assumed to be present. If not, the signal is assumed to be absent. It can be shown that

when the input to the radiometer is strictly AWGN, the normalized test statistic, 2V/No,

has a chi-square probability density function (pdf) with 2TW degrees of freedom. If a

signal is present, 2V/No has a noncentral chi-square pdf with 2TW degrees of freedom

and noncentrality parameter 2E/No, where E is the energy of the signal measured over

T seconds. Sample pdfs for the two hypotheses are depicted in Figure 2.8.

For the normalized decision threshold, 2VT/No, the probability of detection, PD,

and probability of false alarm, PF, are determined as follows:

PD = . (y) dy (2.23)

PF = I2Vr/No p.(y) dy (2.24)

where p(yi) and p.,1(y) are the noise-only and signal plus noise density functions, re-

spectively.

The performance of the radiometer is completely specified by 2E/No, PD, and PF.

Generally, PD and PF are specified according to mission objectives, and the required
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Figure 2.8: Chi-square Density Functions for Radiometer Test Statistic

SNR is then determined. Unfortunately, Equations (2.23) and (2.24) are not solvable

in dosed form, so a number of detectability models have been developed to provide the

desired link between required SNR and desired performance. Several of these models

are derived and compared in [15], and the models are typically accurate to within 0.5

dB for large time-bandwidth products (TW > 1000). Engler's model [10] is given as

= x0 + x + 16TWXo 2.5(-!!Z) = f(PD, PF, T, W) = X ° ' / + 1 T  (2.25)
Noq 4T

where

X0= (Q-,(PF) _ Q-,(PD) (2.26)

and Q(t) is the tail integral of the zero-mean, unit-variance Gaussian density function:

Q(z) = -2 . e- 2 /2dz (2.27)

The results from (2.25) can be used directly in the modulation quality factor equation

given in (2.21)). Engler's model is accurate to within 0.5 dB for TW < 100, with the
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error approaching 0 dB for TW > 1000). A somewhat simpler model has been proposed

by Edell [9]:

( No rq = d(2.28)

where d = Vf = Q-(PF) - Q- 1 (PD). This model is accurate to within 0.3 dB for

TW m 1000, with the error tending toward 0 dB as TW increases [15].

2.3.3 Pulse Detectors

When detecting frequency-hopped or pulsed signals, the interceptor can do either of

the following: (1) employ a single wideband radiometer matched to the total spread

spectrum bandwidth and integrate over the message duration, or (2) use radiometers

matched to the duration and bandwidth of the individual pulses, and then form an

overall detection decision. Generally, the second method is superior because the time-

bandwidth product of the pulses is much smaller than the overall time-bandwidth prod-

uct of the message, and noise has less effect on the detection process.

A class of detectors which are effective against signals consisting of distinct pulses

(TH, FH) are binary moving window (BMW) detectors, shown in Figure 2.9. The

detector forms a soft decision (designated as "0" or "1") after each pulse. If a sufficient

number of pulses have been detected, an overall detection is declared. This process is

also known in the literature under the following names [8]: binary integration, "k-out-

of-b"detection, double threshold detection, and coincidence detection.

WHz

Figure 2.9: Binary Moving Window Detector

As an alternative to keeping a running sum, the contents of the binary accumulator

can be reset after every N pulses. The performance of the integrate and dump detector

is slightly easier to analyze. It is assumed that the radiometer's bandwidth and inte-

gration time are equal to those of the input signal pulses. It is also assumed that the
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noise samples in each time slot are uncorrelated, so the pulse decisions are statistically

independent.

The overall false alarm probability is the probability that kN or more pulse decisions

result in detections when in fact no signal is present. If QF is the probability of false

alarm for a particular time slot, the probability of having exactly i out of N false alarms

is (0)Qi(l - QF)Ng i, hence the overall probability of false alarm is

Pp = =N(N) Qi(l - QF)N.-i (2.29)
i~kN

Similarly, the overall probability of detection is the probability that kN or more pulse

decisions result in detections when the signal is present-it is assumed that the signal

is present during the entire observation interval. If QD is the single pulse detection

probability, then the overall probability of detection is

PD = Ej ( Qi(l - QD)Ni (2.30)

To achieve specific probabilities of detection and false alarm, the allowable sin-

gle pulse QF and QD are determined from (2.29) and (2.30). A suitable radiome-

ter detection model (such as (2.28) or (2.25) can then be applied using T2, W1, and

Xo = [(Q-'(QF) - Q-'(QD)]) 2 to determine the required SI/No.

2.3.4 Channelized Radiometer

Likewise, if the interceptor knows the signal falls within a particular bandwidth dur-

ing certain intervals, then a channelized radiometer, or fdter bank combiner, shown in

Figure 2.10 is an effective receiver. Such a detector is generally superior to the single

wideband radiometer, because of the reduced receiver noise bandwidth.

Each channel consists of a separate radiometer with bandwidth W2 and integration

time T2, which coincide with the signal's pulse structure. The number of hops observed

is N = T1/T 2, and if the channels are contiguous, M = W1/W 2. 1 After each hop dwell

time, the channel decisions are ORed to form the hop decision, which is then stored

for the overall detection decision. To simplify the detector's performance analysis, it is

'Ideally, the number of channels should be matched to the number of frequencies in the hopset, but
fewer channels can often be used (for economic and practical reasons) with adequate results [24, 26]
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.".

Figure 2.10: Channelized Radiometer (Filter Bank Combiner)

assumed that the noise samples in the channels are statistically independent (because

their bandwidths are disjoint), and the hop decisions are independent.

The overall false alarm probability is the probability that kN or more hop decisions

result in a detection when no signal is present. If QF is the channel probability of false

alarm, then the probability that none of the channels has a false alarm is (1 - QF)M.

Hence, the probability of a "1" at the output of the OR gate is

po= 1- (1-QF)M (2.31)

The probability that this occurs exactly i out of the N hops is (N )o(1 - po)N -i, so the

overall probability of false alarm is

i=kN

The overall probability of detection PD is found in a similar manner. If QD is

probability of detection for a channel containing signal energy, then the probability of a

"1" at the output of the OR gate is simply the probability of a single missed detection

and M - 1 correct nondetections:

pI = 1 - Prob[single miss and M - 1 nondetections]

= 1 - (1 - QD)(1 - QF)M - 1 (2.33)
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The overall probability of detection is therefore

PD = (N)p 1 Ai-pi)N-  
(2.34)

i=hjw

Given the desired PD and Pp, Po and pi are solved using (2.32) and (2.34). The

single channel probabilities Qp and QD can then be determined as follows:

QP = 1 - (1-Po)1/M (2.35)
1 P(2.36)

QD = 1- (1- QF)M- 1

Once Qp and QD have been determined, the required input SNR can be established

using (2.25) or (2.28), using W2, T2, and X0 - d2 = [Q-(QP) - Q-(QD)] 2.

2.3.5 Other Detection Schemes

There are many other pulse detection schemes, each applicable to a particular waveform

structure. Calculation of system performance for the detectors proceeds similarly to that

presented in the previous sections. In summary, the following approach is used for LPI

signal detectability analysis:

1. Obtain the overall performance (PD and Pp) of the detector. This is

usually dictated by mission requirements.

2. Work backwards using fundamentals of probability theory to determine the

required performance levels at intermediate (soft decision) points (i.e., po

and pi).

- Solve inverse reiationships of any summation operations

- Solve inverse -Aiationships for OR operations

3. Determine the performance requirements (QD and QF) for the radiometers

matched to the individual FH/TH/PN pulses.

4. Use an appropriate radiometer detectability model to determine the

required SI/No to achieve the appropriate Qp and QD.
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2.4 Application of LPI to Multiple Access Networks

The logical extension of the LPI link is the multiple access network, as shown in Fig-

ure 2.11. For the purposes of this research, a multiple access LPI network is defined as a

multi-user network which has been specifically designed to operate in a tactical environ-

ment with minimized likelihood of detection, interception, and exploitation of network

signals by unintended listeners. Users may be groundbased (fixed or mobile), maritime

mobile, and airborne. As shown in the figure, the network may include smaller nets,

such as a attack groups, which have their own specific communication reqi~irements.

Figure 2.11: Typical Multiple Access LPI (MALPI) Network

As in the case of link design, the requirements and threats for AJ and LPI networks

are fundamentally different. The threat to an AJ network is that one or more links

will be jammed so as to deny those links for tactical use. Failure of a link does not

necessarily imply network failure, since a robust network might have alternate routing

and message relaying capabilities to minimize any disruptions. The same cannot be

said for an LPI network, however, because it is assumed that detection of a single link
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compromises the entire network. Furthermore, it is conceivable that while none of the

links in an LPI net is detectable, the aggregate transmissions across many links could

be.

2.4.1 MALPI Network Design Issues

There are a number of issues which must be considered when designing the MALPI

network. Generic network design issues include the administration of the network to

ensure efficient operation and flexibility to handle a variety of contingencies, prioritiza-

tion of channel resources, entry to and withdrawal from network, and message routing

algorithms.

Tactical requirements, such as mobility and concealment, impose further constraints

on the design of multiple access networks. The requirement for mobility is directly re-

lated to survivability in the tactical environment. At the link level, the need for mobility

places real constraints on the size, weight, and space requirements for equipment to be

used in the battlefield. There are operational considerations, as well, such as the time

required for equipment assembly and disassembly, and electrical power requirements.

At the network level, mobility requirements introduce problems regarding code acqui-

sition and tracking, spatial searching, Doppler effects, and multipath propagation. The

most severe impact is on network timing. Concealment, is also critical to survivability.

LPI signal design is an example of electromagnetic concealment, while physical con-

cealment refers to concealing the equipment from visual observation through the use of

camouflage.

These tactical issues cannot be addressed independently. In fact, there is often a

negative relationship between physical and electronic survivability--especially in the an-

tenna subsystem. For example, to enhance mobility, the antenna must be kept small and

simple to assemble/disassemble. This adversely affects the directivity of the antenna,

which in turn negatively impacts the electronic survivability of the system. Conversely,

high gain antennas which are good for LPI purposes are typically larger and more diffi-

cult to hide or move than a simple omnidirectional vertical whip antenna, thus degrading

the physical survivability.

Since the LPI network is composed of individual links, good design of the network

will rely heavily on the concepts discussed earlier in this chapter. The designer of an LPI
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communications link has a variety of options available to reduce detectability. Using LPI

system quality factors as a design tool, tradeoffs between transmitter power, antenna

gains, interference suppression technology, and signaling waveforms can be evaluated.

However, the LPI network designer may not have the same latitude in changing the sce-

nario dependent factors. For example, the use of adaptive power control must consider

the propagation to all intended receivers. Furthermore, omnidirectional antennas are

often used to satisfy connectivity and mobility requirements, leaving waveform design

as a primary tool in improving LPI.

2.4.2 Candidate Multiple Access Structures

To minimize detectability, LPI network waveforms should exhibit the same qualities

as those for the point-to-point link. However, the network waveforms must also be

compatible with the the chosen multiple access scheme. In other words, the structure of

the multiple access network to some extent limits the type of waveforms which can be

used. For example, direct sequence code division multiple access (DS-CDMA) networks

employ direct sequence BPSK waveforms, while frequency hop CDMA (FH-CDMA)

networks often use frequency shift keying (FSK). This suggests that some types of

networks will likely be less effective than others for LPI purposes. The following network

structures will be used in this research.

Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA)

In an FDMA network scheme, the total system bandwidth is partitioned into channels as

shown in Figure 2.12. Guard bands may be used to reduce interference between adjacent

channels. Advantages of FDMA are that each transmitter has dedicated access to its

channel, and there is (ideally) no mutual interference. Hence, any modulation scheme

could be used-in fact, each user could use a unique modulation if so desired.

The FDMA network has a number of disadvantages. For a fixed overall bandwidth,

W1 , the number of potential users must be weighed against the bandwidth which can

be assigned to each user. Furthermore, addition of new users to an already full network

requires removal of existing users or a major restructuring of the network.
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Figure 2.12: Time-Frequency Diagram for FDMA Network

Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)

In a TDMA network, users are allocated distinct time slots, in which they have access

to the entire system bandwidth, as shown in Figure 2.13. Guard times may be used

to allow for timing uncertainties and signal propagation. The primary advantage of

TDMA is that each user has access to a potentially much wider bandwidth than with

FDMA, thus providing additional processing gain.

A primary disadvantage is the requirement for higher burst data rates to transmit a

given amount of information, since transmissions are limited to the assigned time slots.

Furthermore, network synchronization is required to ensure that only the authorized

transmitter is active at any given time. Like FDMA, adding new users to a full network

network may require removal of existing users or complete restructuring of the network.

Direct Sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA)

In direct sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA), each network user is assigned a unique, or-

thogonal DS spreading code, which is used in conjunction with BPSK modulation, as

discussed in Section 2.2. The intended receivers must have the same code to demodu-

late the data. If every transmitter uses the same carrier frequency and bandwidth, the
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Figure 2.13: Time-Frequency Diagram for TDMA Network

energy distribution in the time-frequency plane is effectively the same as that of a single

DS signal, shown in Figure 2.2.

Advantages of DS-CDMA are that new users are easily added (if additional DS

spreading codes are available) without changing the structure of the network, and every

user has access to the entire bandwidth. Furthermore, network synchronization is not

required, as in the TMDA case-synchronization is only required between the transmit-

ter and the intended receiver(s). A disadvantage of DS-CDMA is its susceptibility to

the near-far problem, in which strong signals prevent the reception of weaker signals.

Frequency Hop CDMA (FH-CDMA)

In an FH-CDMA network, users share the network channel resources using orthogonal

frequency hop patterns, as shown in Figure 2.14. The hop patterns are assigned such

that only a single user occupies a channel during a given hop period. Each user can use

a variety of modulation schemes, such as frequency shift keying (FSK) or cycli code

shift keying (CCSK).

Although the FH-CDMA network resembles an FDMA/TDMA hybrid, there are

several distinct advantages in using FH-CDMA [22]:

1. Privacy - If the FH code is distributed only to the intended receivers, the

transmissions cannot easily be intercepted by unauthorized listeners.
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2. Fading channels - In an FDMA or FDMA/TDMA network, a user who is

assigned a fading position of the spectrum may experience severe

degradation as long as the fading persists. With FH-CDMA, all users

access the fading portion of the spectrum for a short time, and performance

degradations can be readily countered by using error control coding.

3. Jam-resistance - processing gain is obtained by using the total system

bandwidth, instead of the narrower channel bandwidth.

4. Flexibility - Unlike FDMA/TDMA, synchronization across the network is

not required in FH-CDMA, since the orthogonality between user

transmissions is not affected by transmission and propagation times.

Furthermore, new users are easily added to the FH-CDMA network,

provided orthogonal codes are available.

4-wT

W.

W,=MW, T.=NT,

Figure 2.14: Time-Frequency Diagram for FH-CDMA Network



Chapter 3

LPI Network Detectability Models

In this chapter, the issues regarding detection and interception of MALPI networks will

be explored. Detectability models and LPI metrics relating intercept performance to

network signal parameters are then developed for a variety of network scenarios and

intercept receivers.

3.1 Network Interception

3.1.1 General Concepts

A typical network intercept scenario is shown in Figure 3.1, in which an intercept receiver

attempts to detect signal transmissions within a bandwidth W, over an observation

interval TI. The interceptor does not attempt to determine how many emitters are

present, but rather whether or not the network is operating. For the purposes of this

research, detection of any network transmissions compromises the entire network.

The idea of intercepting a network is a bit nebulous, and an obvious question is how

network interception differs from the interception of a single link. What distinguishes

the network intercept scenario from the link scenario presented in Chapter 2 is that the

interceptor has the ability to collect and process energy from multiple sources. If the

interceptor chooses to concentrate on a specific user, the intercept problem degenerates

to a point-to-point LPI intercept problem, as discussed earlier.

36
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Figure 3.1: General MALPI Network Intercept Scenario

If the interceptor attempts to process energy from multiple sources, the analysis

problem becomes more difficult, because the energy levels received from the various

network transmitters are not constant, for two reasons: (1) directional communication

and intercept antennas, and (2) the range to each transmitter may be different-for this

reason the concept of "intercept range" may be meaningless in the LPI network scenario,

and other performance metrics, such as intercept area, may be more descriptive.

In traditional link intercept analysis, it is assumed that the interceptor has knowl-

edge of the signal structures and will try to exploit the energy distribution in the time-

frequency plane. For example, given a choice of a channelized detector and wideband

radiometer, the interceptor will use the one which gives the better performance. On

the other hand, the LPI system designer selects waveform parameters such that the

interceptor does not gain any such advantage. This same strategy holds for network

intercept and design analysis, as well, so network detectability models and LPI perfor-

mance metrics are required to facilitate the appropriate comparisons.
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3.1.2 Energy Detection

All intercept receivers considered in this research are based on energy detection, so the

received energy levels from each network transmitter must be determined. The total

input at the intercept receiver is

X(t) = 81 (t) + 82(t) + ... + su(t) + 31(t) + J2 (t) + ... + JN(t) + n(t) (3.1)

where si(t) is the received signal from the jth transmitter, U is the number of active

transmitters, J.(t) is the received signal from the nth jammer, and n(t) is additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN) with two-sided power spectral density Noi/2. In this research,

jaminn will not be considered, so Jh(t) = 0. Using the intercept link equations derived

in Section 2.1, the received energy to noise PSD ratio from the ith emitter can be written

as follows:

E = PTjGTizGnTjTsj (3.2)
No NoLziati(f, Rzi)

= PTGTizGIrr(Tr-) (3.3)
NoiLziaxi(f, R13)

where

" Bj is the received energy from the ith transmitter measured over its signal

duration, Tsj (i.e., E, = f0 's Ij(t)l dt)

" Tsj is the smaller of the signal duration and the interceptor's integration

interval, Tr, and r'j = Tsj/Ti

" PTj is the average power of the ith transmitter

" GT , is the antenna gain of the ith transmitter in the direction of the interceptor

" GITj is the antenna gain of the interceptor in the direction of the ith transmitter

" L1i is the atmospheric path loss in the jth intercept link

* Ri, is the intercept range to the ith transmitter

• azj(f, RIj) is the propagation loss, in the jth intercept link, which depends on

the operating frequency, f
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It will be assumed that each transmitter may broadcast to several network receivers

simultaneously. The required transmitter power then depends on the distance to each

receive node, antenna patterns, and the desired performance level of the network. The

concepts from Section 2.1 can again be used to obtain the required transmit power for

the ith transmitter to transmit to the ith receiver:

= (Sc ) NocLci cji(f, Ac,,) (34)
k No= GTjc1GCT3

where

" ScINoc is the received signal power to noise PSD required by a network receiver

to obtain the specified bit error probability (Sc/Noc = RPE&/Noc, where 14 is

the data rate)

" GTjc is the antenna gain of the ith transmitter in the direction of the ith

receiver

* GCiTj is the antenna gain of the ith receiver in the direction of the jth

transmitter

" Lci, is the atmospheric loss in the ith communication link

" Acj is the range of the ith communication link

* aci(f, Rcji) is the propagation loss in the ith communication link

Using (3.4) in (3.2) yields

EL= TS, ( Sc )L 0 3 N00 o acii (f, Ac,,) GTIIG IT,.sL (3.5)
N01  No L1, No c'j(f, RAg) GTiCGCjT(

Before proceeding with the development of network detectability models, some simpli-

fications for (3.5) are required. The simplifications deal with the type of antennas used,

path losses, and the required SNR for the network receivers.

Omnidirectional Antennas

To provide maximum performance with minimal transmitter power, multiple high-gain

antennas or phased array platforms could be used by each network transmitter to track
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the intended receivers. This would be quite expensive and would likely impair mobility.

Instead, omnidirectional antennas with 0 dB gain will be used here to provide the most

flexibility and mobility in operating the network.

Propagation and Atmospheric Losses

The value of a(f, R), depends on the mode of propagation. For air-to-air propagation,

a(f, R) = (4wR/A), where A = c/f (c = 3(10)8 m/s). This "free space" model is

widely accepted, however it has several limitations, which are noted in [16]. First,

it is only an approximate, and gives average attenuation values. Second, it assumes

narrowband signals, and may not accurately predict the attenuation of all frequency

components in a spread spectrum signal. Finally, it does not account for dispersion on

the propagation path, which may lead to phase distortion. While this distortion is not

critical to the interceptor (which uses noncoherent processing to detect the signal), it

does pose problems for the communicator if large coherent bandwidths are required,

such as in DS-CDMA.

For ground-to-ground propagation, the antennas are close to the earth, and the free

space assumption may not be valid. If the radio horizon effects are not insignificant,

the propagation attenuation factor may be expressed as [16, 13]

(f, R) = CU, Ro)ax1*U, RO)(RO)' (3.6)

where C(f, Ro) is a scaling factor, which depends on a reference range, R0 (usually 1

mile), and operating frequency, f . af,(f, Ro) is the free space attenuation evaluated

at the same range and frequency. Typical values for C(f, Ro) are given in Table 3.1

(from [16]). The minimum and maximum ranges describe the region for which (3.6)

gives accurate results assuming smooth earth, vertical polarization, and soil with good

conductivity properties.

The air-to-air and ground-to-ground propagation modes represent lower and upper

bounds for a(f, R); for air-to-ground and ground-to-air propagation modes, an inter-

mediate loss factor is applicable. For simplicity, the air-to-air free space model will be

used exclusively in this research, in spite of its limitations.

The atmospheric loss factors, LIj and Lci1 , are also functions of range, and account

for additional losses due to precipitation and water vapor. The two loss factors can
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Freq One antenna on ground, C(f, Ro = 1 mi) R... R,,.
(Mis) the other height in feet (dB) (mi) (mi)

30 0 28 0.1 20
30 100 15 0.4 15
60 0 34 0.1 20
60 100 15 0.5 10
150 0 42 0.1 10
150 100 15 0.1 60
300 10 35 0.1 10

Table 3.1: Values of Propagation Constant C(f, Ro = 1 mi)

usually be treated as equal, since the communication and intercept ranges are approxi-

mately the same, and the receivers operate under common atmospheric conditions.

Jamming and Interference Suppression

In this research, the effects of jamming and unintentional interference will not be con-

sidered. Therefore, it will be assumed that the noise power spectral density is the same

for the intercept and communication receivers (Noc = N0, = No).

Maximum Communication Range

When omnidirectional antennas are used, the transmit power level must be large enough

to deliver the required SNR to obtain the required bit error probability at each intended

receiver. The range to the furthest receiver will be denoted as Rci (hereafter referred

to as the broadcast range). Any receivers which are closer than Rci will receive excess

signal strength.

Using all of these assumptions, Equation (3.5) can be simplified to

L...T.G C) (R 2No i. (37)

If the interceptor is inside the network and uses an omnidirectional antenna, then
''

So = I (3.8)
No..T kNokRri )
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Equation (3.8) is the basis for the Dispersed Network Intercept Model (DNIM), in which

the energy received from each network transmitter depends on the ratio of the broadcast

and intercept ranges.

Stand-off Intercept Scenario

A second network detectability model can be developed based on the scenario depicted in

Figure 3.2. In this model, referred to as the Stand-off Network Intercept Model (SNIM),

the interceptor is removed from the network, whose emitters are tightly clustered, or

perhaps collocated. It will also be assumed that the transmitters use equal power

(Rcj = Rc), and the interceptor uses a high gain antenna, G1, which covers all emitters

in the mainlobe.

Interceptor -- G,

Figure 3.2: Stand-off Intercept Scenario

Since the emitters are collocated or very dose together, the intercept range is ap-

proximately constant (R1 j = RI). Assuming all users have equal access time to the

channel (Tsj = Ts), the SNR received from each transmitter is constant:

EjTG ( S c (3.)
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3.2 Wideband Radiometer

3.2.1 Dispersed Network Intercept

The wideband radiometer is the logical detector of the DS-CDMA network, and it can

be used for any other multiple access scheme as well: FDMA, TDMA, FH-CDMA. One

approach to analyzing the detection performance of the radiometer is to determine the

probability of detection, PD, based on the available SNR, (E/No),.,, and the tolerable

false alarm probability, Pp. All network signals are assumed to be orthogonal, allowing

direct addition of the energy received from each transmitter. For example, in the FDMA,

TDMA, and CDMA networks, orthogonaJity is obtained by virtue of frequency, time,

and code separation, respectively. Therefore, using (3.8), the total received SNR from

U active transmitters is

= LC ( R_ ) - F riT RC ) (3.10)

where "j = Tsj/Ti, and T, is the radiometer's integration time.

The achieved PD can then be determined using the following relationship, known as

the full normal approximation [7, 25]:

PD = Q [Q-1(PF) - (E/No) T-../AT-1-Wl (3.11)[ V1 + 2(E/No)re.,/TiW J

where W is the radiometer's bandwidth. For large time-bandwidth products (T1W1 >

1000) and small SNR (2(E/No),ee, < TW 1 ), (3.11) can be simplified to yield the simple

normal approximation, which is simply a rearrangement of (2.28):

PD = Q [Q-I(pF) (E/No)ec,, (3.12)

Alternatively, if PD and PF are specified, the required SNR can be determined

using (2.25) or (2.28):

(E = Xo + X+16T1 W1 Xo (3.13)

Noe -e 4

= dVTIWj, T1W1 > 1000 (3.14)
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where X 0 = d = [Q-I(PF) - Q-I(PD)]2. To meet or exceed the desired intercept

performance, the total received SNR must exceed that given in (3.14):

(B ) j- > (E) (3.15)TO -CC = No°- No ..q

Using (3.8) in (3.15) gives

U Sc R\ 2  
_LTI' 7 tR,/ >

N= 1j \N 0 ) req

.'T (S/No) = QMOD (3.16)=3 R Sc lNo

where (SI/No) = (1/T)(ENo)rq. Equation (3.16) looks like the sum of individual

LPI quality factors for each transmitter in the network. Recall that QMOD relates the

relative performance of the communication and intercept receivers (i.e., PE, PF, and

PD).
A useful interpretation of Equation (3.10) is given in Figure 3.3. In the figure, the

received SNR from four transmitters as a function of intercept location is a represented

by the three-dimensional surface above the physical z-y plane. Expressing the received

SNR as a function of (z, y) yields

U E u S T(3R.7
(z,y) No (Z - 3j)' + (y - yj)(reeu j=l

where (z, y$) is the coordinate of the jth transmitter. The "poles" represent the trans-

mitters themselves. Because of the one-to-one relationship between SNR and PD, the

probability of detection could be represented in a similar fashion. Taking horizontal cuts

of the surface yields detectability contours describing regions where a constant SNR (or

constant PD) is received, as shown in Figure 3.4.

Analysis of (3.16) shows that detection of the network can be achieved in two ways.

First, any single transmitter is detectable if the interceptor moves close enough to that

transmitter-i.e., Ej/No 2! (E/No),eq, because Rcj/Rij is large. This condition is

illustrated by the 50 dB circular contours around each transmitter in Figure 3.4. Second,

there may also be intermediate regions in which interception is possible due to the

integration of energy from multiple sources, as shown by the 35 and 40 dB contours.
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To compare the performance of one intercept receiver to another, or to assess the

effect of changes in waveform parameters on network detectability, a performance metric

is required. An effective measure of any LPI system, be it a single link or a network of

many users, is the expected region of communications compared to the potential region

of interception. For simple point-to-point LPI links, intercept range is an appropriate

measure, but intercept range is somewhat meaningless in the context of the dispersed

network, since each transmitter has its own intercept range.

As can be seen from Figure 3.4, intercept area, on the other hand, is an appro-

priate measure of network detectability for the dispersed network. For a specified PD

(or (E/No)..i), the intercept area is obtained by integrating the regions described by

the appropriate contour lines. Unfortunately, it is difficult, and sometimes impossible,

to integrate these regions analytically, except in the simplest cases, such as a single

transmitter with circular PD contours.

The intercept area can be estimated, however, by sampling the network's geographic

region using an N1 x Nx grid, as shown in Figure 3.5, and determining the achieved

PD for each sample. An estimate of the intercept area is then determined as follows

Nx Nx

Ait = , E 66 A.tep (3.18)
/k=1 1=1

1 , PD(k,1) _ PD (3.19)
= 0 , PD(k,1) < PD

where A.,p is area of each sample (i.e., step size), and PD(k, 1) is the achieved probability

of detection, evaluated using (3.17) and (3.12) at the center of the (k, l)th sample point,

(zA,, IL). Clearly, smaller step sizes will lead to more accurate results, at the expense of

increased computation time.

The total intercept area depends on a number of factors. First, the desired PD and

Pp determine the required E/No for the observed time-bandwidth product, TIW 1. If

three of these four parameters are held constant, then changing the fourth has the effect

of raising or lowering the height of the horizontal cut of the received E/No surface-

which in turn reduces or increases the area of interception. For example, let TI, PD,

and Pp be fixed. Increasing W, by a factor of 10 increases the required SNE by 5 dB,

which could substantially reduce the area of detection, as shown by the 35 and 40 dB

contours in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.5: Sampling Scheme for Estimating Network Intercept Area

Likewise, each network transmitter must deliver the required Sc No to its furthest

intended receiver, at a distance of Rcl. Reducing Sc/No through the use of modulation

and coding or data rate reduction techniques (all of which are topics of Chapter 4) has

the effect of lowering the entire E/No surface, which for a constant (E/No),eq, would

reduce the intercept area.

And finally, because energy from multiple sources is combined at the interceptor, the

positions of the transmitters, {(z,, y,)), also affect the intercept area. This is shown

in Figure 3.6, in which the intercept regions are plotted as a function of transmitter

separation, with the following parameters: PD = 0.8, PF = 0.01, W1 = 10 MHz, T = 1

sec, (E/No),eq = 40 dB, Rcl=Rc2=8 miles, T="2=1, and Sc/No = 30 dB-Hz. The

minimum intercept area (63 square miles) occurs when the transmitters are collocated.

A maximum (80 sq miles) occurs when the separation is about 7 miles. For very large

separations, the intercept area gradually converges back to the minimum.
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For two emitters, rearrangin (3.10) yields

r, (-) +2 (21 - 2  - (SCNo)req = QMOD (3.20)

If the transmitters are collocated, then 21=z2, -j=y2, and R 11=R12 =R1 , in which case

the network "looks like" a single transmitter with an increased power level. Solving for

RI yields
-= IR2 + TR , (3.21)

QMOD

resulting in a minimum intercept area of

Amn = =rR - QOo ( r lI + 7 2 R 2 ) (3.22)

Using the parameters for Figure 3.6,(ScImo) (r ' + 2)
Amn= (Sc/No) 2 r 200 =: 63 sq miles

(SrIf o) 10+T R)

If the transmitters are very far apart, then the interceptor can only achieve detection

when it is near one emitter. In this situation, the problem degenerates to simple link

intercepts, with circular contours around each transmitter. The intercept radii, Rr, and

R12, must satisfy the single LPI link intercept condition, hence

QMOD "1R 1 _ !R 2  (3.23)

yielding an intercept area of

Amin = r I + RI22) = QMOD ( rl C, + "r2 R C
2 ) (3.24)

which is the same result as for collocated transmitters.

For the general case of U transmitters, it is easily shown that the minimum intercept

area occurs when the transmitters are collocated and/or very part. Hence,

U
Amin QrjR 1  (3.25)

QMDj=,

These results suggest that transmitter placement should be a consideration when de-

signing or operating an LPI network-i.e., for the two-transmitter network discussed

earlier, a separation of 7 miles should be avoided to minimize detectability. Solving for

the conditions which yield the maximum intercept area is quite complicated, however,

and is beyond the scope of this research.
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3.2.2 Stand-off Radiometer

The stand-off intercept scenario allows further simplification of the network detection
problem, providing additional insight into the relationships among the network load,
waveforms, and detectability. Using (3.9) the total received SNR is

Sc)
(B-) = UTG So (Tc) (3.26)

Solving for the intercept range yields

= (Sc/No)I = ,-s,...c (El~o),.-"-3---)

The radiometer achieves its desired performance when (E/No),.e _ (E/No),'. Hence,
the intercept range is upper bounded as follows:

R2 < R,. = UTsIR22  (Sc/No)
C (EINo),. (3.28)

= UGrR2 (Sc/No) (3.29)

C (S1 /No)

where r = Ts/T. The network LPI quality factor for the wideband radiometer is then
defined as follows:

QLPIN = R-I?".) (3.30)

= (Sr/No) 1
(Sc/ No)rUGr (3.31)

= QMOD (3.32)

where

Si (E) = [Q_1(p,) - Q-(PD)] TIW > 1000 (3.33)

From (3.32), it is clear that the multiple emitters appear as a single composite trans-

mitter operating with a higher power level or data rate, as shown:

( 0  2 = (Si/No) 1
R* Rivnaa) (UR&)(Eb/No) T7Ggj
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If the operating range of the network remains constant, then addition of more users

to the network reduces the intercept range as shown:

Rz. =RC IrUG1 (Sc/No)
(SlINo)

Conversely, to maintain a fixed intercept range, adding more users requires a reduction

in the network's operating range:

Rc = Rim" / 1 (S 1/No)

TUG1  (Sc/No)

Regardless of the desired interpretation, the net effect of adding more users to the

network is a reduction in the network LPI quality factor. This increase in detectability

can be offset by improving the LPI properties of the network waveforms (i.e., increasing

the modulation quality factor).

3.3 FDMA Network-Fiter Bank Detector

3.3.1 Dispersed Network Intercept

A logical detector for the FDMA network is the filter bank detector, illustrated in

Figure 3.7, which consists of a bank of radiometers tuned to the network channels.

Binary decisions from each channel are accumulated and thresholded to form an overall

detection decision.

In this analysis, M contiguous frequency channels will be monitored by separate ra-

diometers (although fewer radiometers could be used for economic or practical reasons).

Each radiometer has bandwidth W 2 = W2/M and observation time T1, with no overlap

among adjacent channels.

Because the channels are disjoint, their noise processes are statistically independent,

and the channel false alarm probability, denoted as Qp, is the same for all channels con-

taining only noise. For channels containing signal, the achieved probability of detection,

QDj, depends on the received energy from the transmitter operating on that channel:

QDj = Q [Q-(Q,) _ EjlNo (3.34)

where Ej/No is given in (3.8).
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'A,

Figure 3.7: Filter Bank Detector for FDMA Networks

The detector shown in Figure 3.7 is known as a double thresld~ detector, because

of the binary integration and thresholding with kM. It has been shown that kM = 0.5U

generally provides good performance [8, 10]. It is assumed here, however, that the

interceptor does not know how many transmitters are active, so a threshold of kM = 1

will be used, which is equivalent to Ok~ing the channel outputs.

The overall Pp is the probability that one or more channels has a false alarm, when

in fact none have signal:

Pp =4 REP I p (.5

Alternatively, Pp- is the complement of the probabilty that none of the channels has a

fas alarm,
Pr =(1-( Q)M (3.36)

For a specified Pp., the allowable channel false alarm probability is then

Qp = 1 - (1 - pp)1/M (3.37)

The overall PD is the probability that one or more channels has a detection, when

U channel actually have signal. The interceptor does not know which channels have
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signal, and the received energy levels are different. However, since kM = 1, the overall

PD is

PD = 1 - Pr[no detections given U signals present]

= 1 - Pr[no false alarms in M - U channels] Pr[U missed detections]
U

= 1 - (I - QF) - U I"I(I - QDj) (3.38)

j=1

where QDi is given in (3.34).

Equation (3.38) is the dispersed network intercept model for the filter bank detector.

The channel false alarm probability QF is determined using (3.37). Then, for the given

intercept location (z, y), the received SNR from each transmitter, Ei/No, is determined,

which allows computation of the corresponding detection probability, QDj, using (3.34).

Finally, the total intercept area can be estimated using (3.19).

3.3.2 Stand-off Filter Bank Detector

Because the received signal-to-noise ratios from the emitters are equal, all channels

containing signal energy will have the same probability of detection (i.e., QDj = QD).

Therefore, given a desired overall PD, the required QD is determined from (3.38): 1

QD = 1 [ 1-P ] U (3.39)QD~1 I - 1QF)M-UJ

Using (3.8) and (3.14), an upper bound on the intercept range is then determined,
R < Rm = T'G1 R2 (SC/No) (3.40)

< 'flag C (S /No)

where r = Ts/TI. The the network LPI quality factor for the filter bank detector is

then defined as
( Rc 2  (SI/No) 1 (3.41)QLPIN = I i- ) - S/N)IG

(R.) (Sc/No) rGI3.1
where

No= T (O r [Q(QF) - Q1(QD)3 ,, T 1W2 > 1000 (3.42)

'Although equal energy level, are received from the emitters, the binary OR operation on the filter
bank detections is still appropriate since the number of channels containing signals is unknown
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Note that there is not a direct relationship between the number of emitters and the

overall detectability, as with the wideband radiometer (see (3.33)). In all of the binary

detectors covered in this research, the effect of the number of users lies in the relationship

between the overall performance (Pr, PD) and the channel probabilities (Qp, QD).

3.4 TDMA Network-Time Slot Detector

3.4.1 Dispersed Network Intercept

Because of its signal structure, the TDMA network is susceptible to the time slot detec-

tor, shown in Figure 3.8. It is assumed that the overall observation time, TI, is matched

to the network frame time, in which every user has a turn at the channel. The duration

of each time slot is T2 = TI /N, and the overall bandwidth is W1 .

Figure 3.8: Time Slot Detector for TDMA Networks

Like the filter bank detector presented earlier, the binary moving window detector

is a double threshold detector, and the optimum threshold kN depends on the number

of time slots containing signal energy, U; therefore, the number of users must be known

to optimize kN. Again, it is assumed the interceptor does not have this knowledge, so

kN = 1, resulting in a simple logical OR operation on the N time slot decisions. For a

desired overall PF, the allowable time slot probability of false alarm is

QF = 1 - (1 - PF) I/N (3.43)

The overall probability of detection is the probability that one or more time slot

decisions result in detections, when U slots actually have signal. The received energy

from each transmitter is different, so the probability of detection for each time slot,
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QDi, varies. The overall probability of detection is obtained by modifying (3.38))

U
PD - 1 - (1- Q,)N- U f(1 - QDJ) (3.44)

j=1

where

QD3 = Q [Q-(Q) - E/ No (3.45)/T2 W1

and Es/No is given in (3.8).
Equation (3.44) is the dispersed network intercept model for the time slot detector.

The time slot false alarm probability, QF, is determined using (3.43), which is then used

with Ei/No to determine QDi for each time slot containing signal. The intercept area

for a required PD is estimated using (3.19).

3.4.2 Stand-off Time Slot Detector

Analysis of the stand-off time slot detector proceeds almost identically to that of the

stand-off filter bank detector. Its network LPI quality factor is easily shown to be

QLPIN = ) 2 = (SINo) 1  (3.46)qL~ ~RIM (Sc/No),rG.'

wherer = Ts/T 2, and

S= 1 (E) _[Q_ 1 (QF) - Qi(QD)] I T 2 W, >1000 (3.47)

NO T2  TN ,.,q yT 2

and 1- PD 1I/
QD=-1 -[(1 -)U] (3.48)

Recall that in TDMA networks, Sc/No must be increased by a factor of N to account

for the higher data rates.

3.5 FH-CDMA Network-FB/BMW Detector

3.5.1 Dispersed Network Intercept

There are several methods for detecting the FH-CDMA network scheme. Options in-

dude simple radiometric detection on the W1 x T, time-frequency space, filter bank
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Figure 3.9: Filter Bank/Binary Moving Window Detector for FH-CDMA Networks

detection on W2 × T1 , hop rate detection on Wi × T'2, and the filter bank/binary moving

window (FB/BMW) detector, shown in Figure 3.9.

Au its name implies, the FB/BMW detector is a filter bank detector, applied to

each hop interval, followed by an accumlator and thresholding. The bandwidth and

integration of the radiometers are matched to the hop rate and channel bandwidth (see

Figure 2.14). The binary OR gate is appropriate since the number of frequency channels

in use is assumed to be unknown.

The signal and noise statistics are assumed constant for each hop interval, so the

overall probabilities of false alarm and detection are

Pp =  I.)p 0(1 - po)N - i (3.49)

thk

W NN

where P0 is the probability that a "1" enters the binary moving window when only noise

is present in a hop interval, and P1 is the probability that a "1f enters the window when

one or more signals are present. Typical values for kN are 0.5N-O.6N.

At this point, the analysis proceeds identically to that of the filter bank detector,

described in Section 3.3. Using the binary OR operation to combine the filter bank
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outputs, pa and p, are given as

PA = I-(1-QF)A (3.51)
U

PI = 1 - (1 - Q,)M- U I(1 - QDj) (3.52)
j=1

where

QDj = Q [Q-(Qr) EilNo (3.53)

and BE/No is given in (3.8) and Tsi !5 T2.

QF = 1 - (1 )1/M (3.54)

(3.55)

Equation (3.50) is the dispersed network intercept model for FB/BMW detection.

Use of the model is summarized as follows: First, the hop false alarm probability, po, is

solved using (3.51), which is used to determine QF. Then, for a given intercept location

(z,y), the received SNR from each transmitter, Ei/No, and corresponding detection

probability, QDi, are determined using (3.8) and (3.53). The overall intercept area can

then be estimated using (3.19).

3.5.2 Stand-off FB/BMW Detector

Development of the network LPI quality factor for the stand-off FB/BMW detector

proceeds similar to that of the filter bank detector, resulting in( Ro 2 _ (5 1l/NO) 1

QLPIN -  'R )ma - (Sc/No) 1 - (3.56)

where 'r = T sIT2, and

S 1± (E) = [QI(QF) - Q-(Q)]> (3.57)
T )req = Q 2W2  ! 1000 (.7

Given Pp and PD, the appropriate po and p, are solved numerically using (3.49)

and (3.50). The channel false alarm and detection probabilities are then determined

using (3.54) and

QD-1- (1 )-U (3.58)
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WB Radiometer PD = Q [Q-1(PP) - LLf~i

(E/No)r.c, = T1,(Sc/No) EjU~ r(Rc,/Rr,)2

, = Ts3/T1
Rli= (zi - Z)2 + (yi - p)2

Filter Bank PD = -(-QF)M-U H5'V=1(l - QD,)
M channels

Q Dj= Q [Q 1 (Q F)-

E,/No T2(SC/No)r,(RCj/Ri,) 2

QF = 1- (1 - PFI)1/M
r TS,/Ti, M = W2/W 2

Time Slot PD=1(1QF)N-U flV~(i QD,)
N time slats

QD3  Q [Q-1(QF)-

Es/INO= T2(SC/No)r,(RC3/R 1 )2

QF = 1- (1 - PF)I/N

-= Tsi/T2, N = T1/T2

FB/BMW Detector PD= lk (N)j(

channels F= 2kN (1 0(1 -po)N-i

N hops P0 = 1 ( QF)M

P= 1-(-QF)M-U fW-'1(' QD,)

QF PO1)(1 '1M

QDI Q [Q -I(QF) - io

ri Ts,/T 2 , N = Til/-z, M- -=I

Table 3.2: Detectability Calculations for the Dispersed Network Intercept Model
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Receiver Type Network Quality Factor

WB Radiometer QLPIN = S"I
(So /N.) Uvd-

(T = TS/TI)
(SI/NO) = (Q 1 '(PF) - Q 1 '(PD)) v/Wj7T-

Binary Detectors QLPIN=

Filter Bank (SI/NO) = Q 1'(QF) - Q1'(QD)I v'W2/ii
(Tr = TsITI) QF 1- (1 - PF)'1/

QD = 1-(( 1 Uq)1/u)

Time Slot (S1/No) =[Q 1I(QF) - Q 1 '(QD)] V'WIIT
TS I TT 2) QF = 1-(-pF)1/N

QD = 1-(lI~)/U

FB/BMW Detector (S1/No) = QN'QF) - QN'QD)l I Wi2T

(rT=TS/IT2) QF = ~1PO)/M

QD = 1-U

pF = -i~ ( po')1

PD N - pi)N-i

kNv 0 .6N

Table 3.3: Summary of Network LPI Quality Factors
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3.6 Detectability Comparisons

Tables 3.2 and 3.3 summarize the dispersed and stand-off network intercept models.

In this section, the detectability of several candidate multiple access schemes will be

evaluated to illustrate the use of these models.

3.6.1 Constraints for Comparison

In LPI link analysis, the comparison of different intercept receivers is usually accom-

plished by analyzing their relative intercept ranges for a fixed performance level. These

comparisons are easily made using the quality factors, as introduced in Chapter 2. When

the waveform parameters are fixed (i.e., data rate, modulation, and bandwidth), it is

sufficient to compare the required signal-to-noise ratios required for detection.

The problem of comparing one network scheme to another (such as FDMA versus

DS-CDMA) however, is slightly more involved, and any comparisons should ensure

consistency among network parameters. Therefore, in these examples, the following

parameters will be fixed:

" Total bandwidth, WI, and observation interval T,

" Total capacity, Nu (maximum number of users)

" Average data rate per user, Rb, as measured over the observation interval, T,

" Transmitter locations, (xi, yi), and broadcast ranges, Rcj

By fixing these parameters, any differences in the detectability of the networks will be

due to the multiple access structures (i.e., waveforms) and the methods used to detect

them (i.e., wideband versus channelized).

3.6.2 Lightly Loaded Network-Dispersed Model

In this section, the detectability of several networks are compared for a situation in

which a small number of transmitters are operating. The parameters given in Table 3.4

will be used.
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NU = 20 users, maximum U =4 active users (U/Nu = 20%)
W 1 = 10 MHz T= I sec
Rci = 10 miles (zi, yl) randomly distributed
Pa = 10- 1 bit error prob 14 = 100 bps average data rate

Pp = 10- 4 false alarm prob PD = 0.95 detection probability
G! = 0 dB (omnidirectional antenna) II

Table 3.4: Constraints for Lightly Loaded Network Comparison

FDMA

To support the maximum number of users, the FDMA network must have M = Nu = 20

channels; if the channels are contiguous then W2 = Wi/M. The interceptor does not

know which of the channels are in use, so all must be covered. Each transmitter could

conceivably use a distinct form of modulation, as long as the transmitted waveform is

restricted to that transmitter's allocated bandwidth. However, it will be assumed that

all emitters use BPSK with 100% duty cycles. DS spreading is used to fill out the 10

MHz bandwidth.

Assuming there are no implementation losses, direct sequence spreading is a re-

versible process, and the bit error probability depends solely on the bit energy to noise

ratio. To obtain Pr = 10- r, an SNR of Eb/NO = 9.6 dB is required. With an average

data rate of 1 , = 100 bps, the required signal power to noise ratio is SC/No = 29.6

db-Hz. The transmitters are distributed randomly in a 400 square mile region, 20 miles

to a side-their coordinates, {(z,, yi)), were drawn from a uniform distribution over

[-10, 10].

Figure 3.10 shows the detectability contours for PD = 0.95. The network intercept

areas for the radiometer and filter bank detector are 83 and 254 square miles, respec-

tively. In terms of intercept area, the filter bank detector presents the greater threat to

this particular network.

TDMA

To support the maximum number of users, the TDMA network must provide N =

Nu = 20 time slots during the observation time TI, hence T2 = T1/N sec. BPSK with
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Figure 3.10: Detectability Comparison for FDMA Network

DS spreading modulation will be assumed. To account for the reduced channel access

time, each user's effective data rate must be increased by a factor of N = 20, leading to

an increase in Sc/No by 13 dB. However, the received energy from each transmitter is

unchanged, since the duration of each signal is reduced by a factor of 20. This important

result leads to the equivalence of FDMA and TDMA detectability for a given maximum

capacity and modulation format, which will be discussed later in more detail.

Figure 3.11 shows the detectability results for the lightly loaded TDMA network,

with Sc/No = 42.6 dB-Hz. The detection area for PD = 0.95 was 83 square miles for

the wideband radiometer and 254 square miles for the time slot detector, which agree

with the FDMA results.

DS-CDMA

The number of users operating in a direct-sequence CDMA network is limited primarily

by the availability of orthogonal spreading codes. There are practical limitations to

the number of transmitters, as well, such as the near-far problem, in which strong
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Figure 3.11: Detectability Comparison for TDMA Network

signals interfere with reception of weaker signals. Note that both of these constraints

are communication, rather than interception, issues; it will be assumed here that a

sufficient number of spreading codes are available, and that the near-far problem does

not exist.

If each transmitter employs BPSK modulation with direct sequence spreading to fill

out the bandwidth WI, then Eb/No = 9.6 dB for P5 = 10-, and SC/No = 29.6 db-Hz.

An appropriate detector for the DS-CDMA network is the wideband radiometer, which

provides the same detectability as for the FDMA network determined earlier, since the

two networks are equivalent in terms of the total bandwidth observed, data rates, and

modulation. The only difference between the networks is how the energy is distributed

within the overall bandwidth-frequency versus code division-the wideband radiome-

ter is oblivious to this distribution, since the signals are orthogonal.
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Frequency-Hopplng CDMA

In the FH-CDMA network, multiple users access the channel using orthogonal frequency

hopping patterns, as described earlier. If IIT 2 is the frequency hop rate, then N = T/T 2"

hops are observed. To support the maximum number of users, the network must have

M = Nu = 20 channels; if the channels are contiguous, W2 = W1/M. Because of the

multiple access structure of the network, the transmitted waveforms must be compatible

with a frequency hopping modulation scheme, such as frequency shift keying (FSK) or

cyclic code shift keying (CCSK). Noncoherent detection methods are often used for

practical reasons.

For this example, 32-ary orthogonal FSK with noncoherent detection will be used

with a hop rate of 1/7'2 = 20 hops/sec, hence N = 20. Since each hop contains five

bits of information, a total of 100 bits are transmitted in the T, time frame, yielding

the required data rate of 100 bps per user. For Pr = I0 - , Es/No = 7.1 dB, and

Sc/No = 27.1 dB-Hz.

Detectability contours for the wideband radiometer and FB/BMW detector are

shown in Figure 3.12. The detection area for the two detectors are 41 and 74 square

miles, respectively, again showing that the channelized detector poses the greater threat

for a lightly loaded network.

3.6.3 Lightly Loaded Network-Stand-off Intercept

Using Table 3.3, the network LPI quality factors for the various networks and receivers

can be determined as follows: Fir interception of an FDMA network using the

wideband radiometer, SI/No = 42. -.z and SC/No = 29.6 dB-Hz. Hence QLPIN =
42.3 - 29.6 - 10 log(U) = 6.7 dB. For the filter bank detector, S1/No = 35 dB-Hz, hence

QLPIN = 35 - 29.6 = 5.4 dB, showing that the filter bank detector performs slightly

better than the radiometer, which is consistent with the results from the dispersed

network example.

With TDMA, SC/No is increased by 13 dB to account for the higher data rate. For

the radiometer, Sr/No = 42.3 dB-Hz, and r = 0.05; therefore QLpI'N = 42.3 - 42.6 -

10log(U) - 10log(0.05) = 6.7 dB, which is the same result as for FDMA. Likewise,

for the time slot detector, St/No = 48 dB-Hz, hence QLPIN = 48 - 42.6 = 5.4 dB,
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Figure 3.12: Detectability Comparison for FH-CDMA Network

equivalent to filter bank detection of the FDMA network.

For FH-CDMA, Sc/No = 27.1 dB-Hz using 32-ary orthogonal FSK and noncoher-

ent detection. The radiometer quality factor is therefore QLPIN = 9.2 dB. For the

FB/BMW detector, 51/No = 37.1 dB-Hz, and QLPIN = 10 dB, which means that the

radiometer is slightly better when the network transmitters are collocated.

3.6.4 Heavily Loaded Network-Dispersed Model

The parameters in Table 3.5 will be used for this example, in which fully-loaded networks

will be used. Here, "fully-loaded" means that the maximum number of users are active-

i.e., all channels or time slots are in use. Again, the transmitter locations are drawn from

a uniform distribution, although the same locations are used in each network scheme.

Figure 3.13 shows the results for the fully-loaded FDMA network. For PD = 0.95,

the detection areas using the wideband radiometer and filter bank detector were 913

and 841 square miles, respectively.

As discussed in the previous example, the detectability of the TDMA network is
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NU = 20 users, maximum U = 20 active users (100% load)
W1 = 100 MH TI sec
Rci = 8 miles (zi, yi) randomly distributed
Pi = 10- 5 bit error prob R4 = 1000 bps data rate
Pp = 10 - 4 false alarm prob PD = 0.95 detection probability
Gr = 0 dB (omnidirectional antenna) II

Table 3.5: Constraints for Fully-Loaded Network Comparison

equivalent to that of the FDMA network. Adding more emitters does not affect this

duality, so the detection performance of the wideband radiometer is the same for the

two networks. Likewise, the time slot detector provides the same performance as the

filter bank detector in the FDMA scenario.

Figure 3.14 shows the detection results for the fully-loaded FH-CDMA network. 32-

ary orthogonal FSK with noncoherent detection was again assumed, so for an average

data rate of 1000 bps, N = 200 hops are observed over the 1 second observation period.

The detection areas for the wideband radiometer and FB/BMW detectors for PD = 0.95

were 615 and 406 square miles, respectively. Note that for the network parameters used

in this example, the radiometer provides substantially better performance than the

FB/BMW detector.
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Figure 3.14: Detectability Comparison for FH-CDMA Network (Fully-Loaded)
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3.6.5 Heavily Loaded Network-Stand-Off Interceptor

Quality factors for the stand-off intercept model using the parameters in Table 3.5 are

given as follows:

" FDMA, wideband radiometer: 4.7 dB, filter bank: 9.1 dB (radiometer presents

the greater threat)

" TDMA - same as FDMA

" FH-CDMA, wideband radiometer: 7.2 cLB, FB/BMW: 11.7 dB (radiometer

presents the greater threat)

At first glance, these results seem to conflict with the results from the dispersed

model. For example, in the dispersed FDMA network, the radiometer and filter bank

detectors provide approximately the same intercept area. In the stand-off scenario,

however, the radiometer's quality factor is 4.4 dB higher, which translates to a 2.2 dB

range difference-i.e., the radiometer's detection range is roughly 1.7 times as large as

that of the filter bank detector.

One reason for this apparent disparity is that the filter bank detector's performance is

dominated by the channel(s) receiving energy from the closest transmitters, as evidenced

by the PD contours in Figure 3.13-the same effect occurs in the FB/BMW detector,

as shown in Figure 3.14. In contrast, the radiometer is more efficient, since the energy

received from all network transmitters is used to form the detection decision. This issue

of wideband versus filter bank detection is explored in more detail in Chapter 4.

3.6.6 Duality between FDMA and TDMA

As seen in the previous sections, a duality exists between FDMA and TDMA. From

an LPI detectability standpoint, there is no advantage in using FDMA as opposed to

TDMA, and vice-versa. This applies to detection with a wideband radiometer and the

binary detection schemes.

Let T, x W, define the overall time-frequency space of the network. To support

a maximum of M users, an FDMA scheme would require M channels of bandwidth
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W2 = Wi/M Hz, while a TDMA network requires M time slots of duration T2 = TIM:

TIWI =TI (MW3) FDMA channels

- (MT 2) W TDMA time slots

For a dispersed network with U emitters, the total SNR received by a wideband

radiometer is
(E\ U - U Sc (Rci

~~ L = N0  L..LT3 N0 Ri (3.59)TOr9V =, No , N(Ri)

If the network uses FDMA, and each emitter has a 100% duty cycle (,rj = 1), then

(~;)DMAISi ()~ (3.60)

Conversely, for a TDMA network in which each user fills its entire time slot, the duty

cycle of each waveform as observed by the radiometer is r'i = T2 /T = 1/M. Further-

more, each user's data rate must increase by a factor of M to account for the limited

access to the channel, i.e., R, = MRa. Therefore, the increase in required signal power

to support the higher data rate is offset by an equivalent reduction in signal duration-

which means the received energy-to-noise ratio from each user in the TDMA network

is the same as for FDMA, and the two networks offer the same detectability:

C) U (M (RCI 2 (3.61)

- (~FDMA(3.62)

Now consider the filter bank and time slot detectors. For both detectors, the overall

Pp and PD are

Pp = 1 QF)
U

PD = -( 1 -QF)M - U II(1-QDj)
3=2

The channel/time slot false alarm probability is QF = 1 - (1 - PF)1/M. The channel

probability of detection for the filter bank detector is

QD3 = Q Q-1(QF) - E/-l] FB detector (3.63)
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while the time slot detection probability is

QDj = Q [Q-(Q,) - E3 No]I TS detector (3.64)

It was just shown that Ei/No is independent of whether the signals are divided into

frequency channels or time slots. Because T1W = TW 1 = TIW 1/M, it is clear that

Equations (3.63) and (3.64) are equivalent, and the two detectors yield identical perfor-

mance.

The duality between FDMA and TDMA is easily demonstrated for the stand-off

intercept model as well. From Table 3.3, the filter bank detector quality factor is

Q'B = [Q-'(Q,) - Q-(QD)] v'W/T 1
QFB = 1(Eb/No) (365

and for the time slot detector,

QT$ = [Q-(QF) - Q-'(QD)] V/WIT 1(6

MRb(Eb/No) (3.66)

But the values of Qp and QD are the same for both detectors, since they depend solely

on M, PD, and Pp. Taking the ratio of the two quality factors yields

QTS 1 V a7T2 1 VMW27T3 (3.67)
QFB M VIW27 = M v/W2/MT=137



Chapter 4

LPI Network Waveform Design Considerations

4.1 Motivation

Two intercept models for determining the detectability of multiple access LPI networks

were developed in Chapter 3. In the dispersed network intercept model, the network

users are geographically dispersed, and the detectability calculations involve computing

the probability of detection based on the energy received from each emitter at the

intercept receiver. Unfortunately, these calculations are tedious and highly scenario-

dependent. A change in any network parameter (such as a transmitter location, signal

bandwidth, etc.), requires recomputation of entire received energy surface (Figure 3.3).

The stand-off network intercept model was developed to deemphasize the scenario-

dependent factors, such as transmitter placement, and focus on how the waveforms affect

network detectability. In this model, it is assumed that the network emitters are close

together and have equal power levels, hence equal energy is received from each trans-

mitter. Network LPI quality factors, summarized in Table 3.3, were then developed to

illustrate the relationship among the intercept and communication ranges, transmitted

waveform parameters, and communication and intercept receiver performance.

In this chapter, these network LPI quality factors will be used to provide insight into

the design of effective network waveforms for the stand-off intercept scenario. Because

the mobility and connectivity requirements of the tactical LPI network often lead to

the use of omnidirectional antennas, effective waveform design is critical to improving

the covertness of the network.

71
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Ideally, it would be desirable to determine the "best" multiple access waveform for

LPI purposes, but this would be extremely tedious and time consuming, especially for

the dispersed network intercept model with its dependence on transmitter placement.

Economic and practical constraints must also be considered. For example, the FDMA

and TDMA network schemes are somewhat limited in providing covert communications,

while the FH-CDMA network scheme, on the other hand, is much more useful for LPI

purposes, as illustrated in the examples in Section 3.6.

Advantages of the FH-CDMA network include the ability to let each user access an

extremely wide bandwidth via frequency hopping, thereby improving the LPI and AJ

properties of the individual. The operating bandwidth need not be coherent, due to the

ability to use orthogonal waveforms which can be detected noncoherently, such as FSK

and cyclic code shift keying (CCSK). Furthermore, the FH-CDMA waveforms offer a

great degree of flexibility in waveform design to improve LPI performance, such as data

rate adaptation via pulse combining, and varying the hop rate to defeat the FB/BMW

detector.

In this chapter, emphasis will be placed on the detectability of the FH-CDMA

network scheme, and how its waveforms can be structured to provide improved LPI

performance. The techniques presented here could also be applied to other network

schemes, such as FDMA, TDMA, and the Joint Tactical Information Distribution Sys-

tem (JTIDS), which is somewhat of a hybrid between TDMA and FH-CDMA. Although

the network LPI quality factors were developed for the stand-off interception scenario,

the results of this chapter will also apply to the dispersed network, since any action

which makes a single emitter more covert will improve the covertness of the overall

network.

4.1.1 Link Waveform Design

As discussed in Chapter 2, waveform design tc >niques for the simple LPI link are easily

evaluated using the concept of the modulatio, quality factor, defined as follows,

-S1INo

QMOD - SciNo (4.1)

where S 1/No and Sc/No are the signal-to-noise ratios at the intercept and communica-

tions receivers, required to achieve their respective performance levels.
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The modulation quality factor is an effective waveform design tool since it ignores

all scenario dependent factors (such as antennas and atmospheric effects)-only the

parameters of the waveform (i.e., modulation, hop rates, bandwidth) and the detection

methods (i.e., noncoherent or coherent) are important. Any action which increases

S1/No or decreases SC/No will increase QMOD and therefore improve covertness.

S1/No is primarily a function of the interceptor's desired performance (PD and PF),

bandwidth, and observation time, which are usually matched to those of the signal.

Effective LPI waveforms generally use time hopping and frequency spreading to increase

SI/No, thereby increasing QMOD. Adjusting the hop rate is also an effective technique

for defeating channelized receivers, such as the FB/BMW detector. SC/No depends on

the desired communication bit error probability and the data rate. Common techniques

for reducing SC/No include the use of energy-efficient M-ary waveforms which require

less E6/No for a given PE, error control coding, and data rate control.

4.1.2 Extension to LPI Networks

The LPI network is essentially a collection of interconnected links, so these same wave-

form design techniques apply to LPI networks as well. Any action which reduces the

detectability of a single network node inherently reduces the detectability of the net-

work. Hence, low data rate waveforms using higher order modulation schemes and

coding should be used to reduce the required transmit power levels. Furthermore, the

waveforms should have large time-bandwidth products to reduce detectability by an

unintended listener.

There are two fundamental differences between the design of waveforms for sim-

ple LPI links and multiple access networks, however. First, from the communications

perspective, all waveforms used within the network must be compatible with the given

multiple access scheme. In other words, the network users cannot arbitrarily adapt

their waveforms to improve LPI in a manner which would disrupt the other network

users. For example, when using FH-CDMA, users must not deviate from their assigned

hop patterns and channel assignments, nor can their hop rates change independently.

Section 4.2 addresses the reduction of SC/No through modulation, coding, and data

rate control techniques, which are applicable to multiple access networks.
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Second, the interceptor receives energy from multiple sources, so when more emitters

are added, the network becomes less covert. However, the two receivers studied in this

chapter (wideband radiometer and FB/BMW detector) process the energy differently,

as is evident in their network LPI quality factors. From Section 3.2, the radiometer's

quality factor is I

QRAD RC y _ (SI/No)R, 1  (4.2)Q ~ R= AD (SclNo) U~r

where RRAD is the radiometer detection range, and

[Q'(P - Q-(PD)] W, TIWM > 1000 (4.3)

From Section 3.5, the FB/BMW detector quality factor is

(Rc\ = 2  (SI/No)FB 1 (4.4)
QFB = (SClNo) G1

where RFB is the FB/BMW detection range, and

O [Q-'QF) - Q-'(QD)] W2 W 2T2 >1000 (4.5)

The probabilities QF and QD depend on the number of frequency channels, M, the

number of hops observed, N, and the number of active transmitters, U. Obviously, the

two detectors will exhibit different sensitivities to changes in these waveform parameters.

These issues are developed in Section 4.3.

4.2 Modulation and Coding Parameters

The communication receiver's SNR. depends on the desired performance (bit error prob-

ability) and the modulation scheme, as shown below,

S-c = C(P)R = (-o) Rb (4.6)
No

where Eb/No is the required bit energy-to-noise PSD required to achieve the specified

Pr, and Rb is the burst data rate. Three methods for reducing Sc/No will be investi-

gated in this section: energy-efficient modulation, error control coding, and data rate

control.

'For the remainder of this chapter, 100% duty cycle signals will be used (r =)
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4.2.1 Higher Order Modulation

Energy efficient, higher order modulation schemes are preferable in LPI communications,

since they reduce the SN. per bit, E&/No, required at the demodulator to achieve the

desired bit error probability, PE. As shown in Figure 4.1, M-ary schemes such as FSK

and CCSK are much more efficient (in terms of required SNR) than BPSK. This was

observed from the sample detection scenarios in Chapter 3, in which networks using

FH-CDMA with 32-ary FSK/CCSK were less detectable than DS-CDMA networks.

Digital Modulation Peormrance Comparison

10

10,4 M=32 8FSK

a. W~ary Orthogonal FSK/CCSK

Noncoherent Detection

108 M=8

BPSK

5 0 5 10 15
SNR per bit, Eb/No (dB)

Figure 4.1: Comparison of Various Digital Modulation Schemes

Subsequent analyses will focus on the FH-CDMA network using M-ary orthogonal

waveforms, because of their energy efficiency. Although coherent detection is generally

superior to noncoherent detection, it is in practice difficult to maintain the necessary

phase coherence while synthesizing the hop frequencies. The extremely wide spread

spectrum bandwidths may also preclude the use of coherent waveforms.

The network LPI quality factors for a stand-off intercept scenario using the wideband

radiometer and FB/BMW detectors are given in Table 3.3. For both detectors, reducing

Eb/No increases the QMOD and QLPIN. Because of the 11R' propagation, any reduction
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in the required Eb/No by a factor of, say Ag, will allow the network transmitters to

either maintain their current power levels and extend their broadcast ranges by VA-R,

or reduce power by AE, forcing the interceptor to close its distance by a factor of Vri.

Theoretically, the size of the M-ary alphabet should be as large as possible, although

very large alphabets become impractical. As shown in Figure 4.2, increasing M from

2 to 32 results in a substantial decrease in E/No by about 6 dB for PE = I0 - . For

very large M, however, a point of diminishing returns is reached, and the additional

cost and complexity must be considered. For example, increasing M from 32 to 1024

squares the number of frequency cells which must be detected, yet the required SNR is

reduced only by 1.5 dB.

Required SNR vs Size of M-ary Alphabet
I I I I I I I I

14 Mary Orthogonal Signaling-
Noncoherent Detection

12

10

6

Pe=-le-3 ----- ------

2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024
M

Figure 4.2: Required E6/No for M-ary Modulation

4.2.2 Error Control Coding

Error control coding can be used to effectively reduce the Eb/No required at the LPI

communications receiver to obtain the desired bit error probability. By adding a degree

of redundancy into the transmitted data, some error patterns can be detected and

corrected at the communication receiver.
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Although there are many coding schemes, the nonbinary Reed-Solomon codes wil

be considered here, because they are well suited for use in conjunction with M-ary mod-

ulation. Because of their large distance properties, they are also effective for correcting

burst errors, possibly due to pulse jamming. An (N, K) Reed-Solomon code is described

as follows:

N = q-1=26-1

K = 1,2,...,N-1

d4,, = N-K+1

where K is the number of data symbols being encoded, N is the number of symbols in

an encoded block (or code word), and di,, is the minimum distance between valid code

words. The (N, K) code can correct errors with up to t = (dni,, - 1)/2 = (N - K)/2

symbols. The code rate is defined as r, = KIN.

The Reed-Solomon encoder maps a K-tuple of nonbinary symbols into an N-tuple

code word, where each symbol is selected from an alphabet of q = 2k symbols-each

symbol represents k bits of information. If the code is used in conjunction with M-

ary orthogonal signaling with M = q - 2k, then each of the q symbols is matched to

a corresponding transmission waveform. The transmission of an entire N-tuple code

word is therefore achieved by sending N waveforms, where each waveform comes from

the M-ary signal set (i.e., FSK tones).

For a symmetric memoryless channel with M inputs and outputs (a generalization

of the binary symmetric channel), the probability that a received code word cannot

be properly decoded is upper bounded by the probability that more than t code word

symbols were in error:

PCE~ N ([Vk _1- PM)N - i (4.7)
i=t~l

where PM is the channel symbol error probability for the transmitted code word symbols.

For M-ary orthogonal signaling with noncoherent detection,

PM = "M(4.8)

where 7 = r, log2 M(Eb/No) is the SNR per coded symbol.
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If a received code word is in error, the probability of error for a single code word

symbol is
P$ N (N) Ps (1- PM)N-i

Psir t~jv(4.9)

Figure 4.3 illustrates the improvements in Eb/No gained through the use of Reed-

Solomon coding in conjunction with 32-ary orthogonal signaling. These curves were

generated by substituting (4.8) into (4.9) and converting the symbol error probability

to bit error probability as follows,

M/2 (4.10)

s = Ps -M-1

Reed-Solomon Code Performance10" 1 1

32-ary Orthgnal FSK/CCSK
Noncoherent Detection

10" - (31,15) (N,K) R-S codes, t=(N-K)12

1510'. - (3123)

&10

No Coding
101 (31.27)

(31,29)

10"
4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9

SNR per bit. EbdNo (dB)
Figure 4.3: Comparison of Various Reed-Solomon Codes using 32-ary Modulation

Modifying Equation (4.6) to include the effects of coding yields

Sc _( E& Ri.
N0  kN0 I ) eaRd(4.11)

where (Eb/No)1 is the required SNR per uncoded bit, and R6 is the data rate for

information and coding overhead bits. G. is the coding gain, which when expressed
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in dB, is the distance between the uncoded and coded bit error probability curves for

a specified Ps. G.& depends on a number of factors, such as the modulation, noise

characteristics, the code properties, and the P5 at which it is measured, as illustrated in

Figure 4.4. It is possible that G.& < 0 dB, in which case the error correcting capability

of the code is overcome by the increased overhead, and use of the code actually degrades

performance.

Coding Gain fr Reed-Solomon Codes
31 32"ary Onhogonal FSK/CCSK

1-- - (31.27)

10 10 10 10 10 10 10"1
ProbUy of 81 Error. Pe

Figure 4.4: Coding Gain for Reed-Solomon Codes

4.2.3 Data Rate Reduction

Data Compression

Almost all types of raw digital data, whether generated by computer or quantized

from analog sources, contain redundant information. Transmission of the raw data is

therefore wasteful, since the total number of transmitted bits is higher than actually

necessary. The purpose of data compression, also known as source coding, is to reduce

the amount of information (by eliminating redundant data) before transmission over

the communication channel. In situations where limited-capacity channels are available,
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data compression is often a necessity. Note that data compression should precede error

control coding.

A number of compression algorithms have been developed to exploit redundancies

found in various types of data (speech, data, graphics, and video). An excellent overview

of data compression and its application to LPI system design is provided in [23]. Some

of the more common compression techniques for voice and data are summarized in the

following paragraphs.

Yice Dat. Voice coders fall into three categories: waveform coding, source mod-

eling, and hybrids. Waveform coders simply map the speech waveform onto a second

waveform. Common examples include pulse code modulation (PCM), continuously vari-

able slope delta modulation (CVSD), and adaptive predictive coding (AC).

Source modeling algorithms include linear predictive coding (LPC), in which the

vocal tract is modeled by a linear time-varying filter, and format trackers which track the

resonances of the vocal tract. Hybrid coding algorithms use a combination of waveform

coding and source modeling; examples are multipulse LPC and residual excited linear

prediction (RELP).

Further data rate reductions may be obtained using vector quantization (VQ), frame

repeat VQ (FRVQ), and matrix quantization (MQ). Word recognition techniques can

provide very high compression ratios, at the expense of linguistic and vocabulary con-

straints. The performance of several common voice coding algorithms are summarized

in Table 4.1 (from [23]). The Diagnostic Rhyme Test (DRT) is used as the primary

measure of intelligibility-i.e., can the listener understand the message? Table 4.2 (also

from [23]) gives a subjective relationship between DRT scores and speech quality.

Digital Data. Computer generated data, such as radar target reports, teletype text,

graphics (including facsimile), and database information can also be compressed to

reduce the amount of raw data overhead. Unlike voice coding, however, compression of

digital data must be loaless--the receiver must be able to recover the data on an exact

bit-by-bit basis. Some common lossless compression techniques include the following:

* Run-length encoding - streams of identical characters are replaced with a flag,

the character itself, and the number of times that character is repeated

* Half-byte encoding - characters are grouped based on a defined character set
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definition (i.e., the digits 0-9 have ASCH representations which begin with 011,

so the last four bits uniquely identify the digits)

" Diatomic compression - characters are compressed in pairs

" Pattern matching - common character groups or strings (such as computer

source program keywords) are identified by a unique codeword

" Statistical compression - variable length codewords are assigned based on the

relative frequency of the data (i.e., Shannon-Fano and Huffman coding)

The reduction in SC/No due to data compression is the compression ratio, defined as

C = Rb/Re where R and R, are the raw and compressed bit rates, respectively. If the

transmitter reduces its power by C, then the interceptor's detection range decreases by

VZ. Conversely, if the transmitter maintains its current power level, the communication

range can be extended by v/-.

Speech Data Tolerable
Coding Rate Error Performance
Algorithm (bps) Rate Complexity (DRT)
PCM 64000 >10% Simple Mid-High 90s
CVSD 16000 10% Simple Mid 90s
APC 9600 5% Moderate Upper 80s
MLPC, 5000 5% Moderate Upper 80s

RELP
LPC-10 2400 1-2% Moderate Mid-High 80s
VQ w/LPC 800 0.5-1% Mod-High Low-Mid 80s
Format 600 0.5-1% High High 70s to

Tracker Low 80s
FRVQ 400 0.1-0.5% Moderate Mid 70s

w/LPC to High I
MQ w/LPC 300 0.1-0.5% High Mid 70s
Word Recog 20-200 High

Table 4.1: Comparison of Speech Compression Algorithms
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DRT Range Voice Intelligibility
96-100 Excellent
91-96 Very Good
87-91 Good
83-87 Moderate
79-83 Fair
75-79 Poor
70-75 Very Poor
<70 Unacceptable

Table 4.2: Interpretation of Diagnostic Rhyme Test (DRT) Intelligibility Scores

Reducing the Signaling Rate

Perhaps the simplest way to reduce the data rate is to extend the symbol duration

of the signals which are applied to the channel. For example, if one M-ary symbol

is transmitted each hop period, the data rate is Rb = log2 MITh bps. If the hop

rate is reduced (Th is increased), then J4 decreases as well. This scheme does have

some disadvantages. First, the signal features would change, which could be exploited

by the interceptor-for example, decreasing the hop rate typically favors the FB/BMW

detector, as will be shown in a later section. Second, and more importantly, any changes

in the hop rate must be coordinated among all network users-individual users cannot

adjust their hop rates arbitrarily.

Pulse Combining

An alternative to slowing down the signaling rate is pulse combining, in which multiple

hops are used to transmit a single data symbol, as shown in Figure 4.5. This method

of network data rate control is superior to simply slowing down the signals, since the

hop rate need not change-hence it can be applied on an individual basis. Covertness

is improved, since the required SNR per pulse decreases as more pulses are integrated,

allowing a reduction in transmitter power. Furthermore, the transmitted signal features

are unchanged, and the intercept receiver would be unaware that pulse combining is

being used. In other words, pulse combining can be used in conjunction with increasing

the hop rate (to defeat the FB/BMW detector) while maintaining a constant data rate

(to maintain covertness).
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Combine L pulses to form each symbol

IL
2' 4 T°"

Time

Figure 4.5: Pulse Combining

Noncoherent pulse combining is conceptually quite similar to multichannel diversity

signaling, which is developed in [21]. However, there is an error in Proakis' Equation

(4.4.22), which gives the symbol error probability with L-channel combining. With this

in mind, the probability of error will be derived in the following paragraphs; for the

most part, the development follows that given by Proakis.

First, using M-ary orthogonal signaling, noncoherent detection, and L-pulse com-

bining, the transmitted waveforms can be expressed as follows:

0 <t<T

anm(t) = Re [Utnm(t)e j 2lt] n - 1,2, ... ,L (4.12)

m =l,2,..., M

where U,m(t) is the equivalent low pass waveform, M is the size of the symbol set, and

L is the number of pulses to be combined. The pulses have equal energy, with

E - 2 J u n(t)u .*,(t)  dt n , . ,L(4.13)
2dt-1,2,...,M

The waveforms {a,..,.(t)} transmitted over the L time slots (channels) are scaled and

phase-shifted by the factors {anj and {Obn. For simplicity, it will be assumed here that
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the channel attenuations are identical, i.e., an = a. Furthermore, since the signals are

detected noncoherently, the phase terms have no effect on the receiver performance, and

can be ignored. Denoting zn(t) as the additive white Gaussian noise present in each

pulse interval, the received equivalent low pass signals for the L pulses are

0 <t<T

r,(t) = au (t) + z,(t) n = 1,2,...,L (4.14)

m

Since the pulses do not overlap, the noise processes {zn(t)} are assumed to be statisti-

cally independent, identically distributed Gaussian processes. A noncoherent square-law

detector produces the following decision variables,

U. = r(t)Un(t ) dt 2n=1o I
L I fT 2

E [aii,.(t) + z.(t)] t4nrn(t) dt

E L u ,(t)UT(t) dt + zn(t)u,,.(t) dt (4.15)

n=1
L

= ZI2Ea + Nnl2  m =1,2,...,M (4.16)

where the {Nnm} are complex-valued zero-mean Gaussian random variables with vari-

ance 2 2ENo [21].

If the symbols are equally likely, then the probability of error can be found using just

one of the M symbols. For m = 1, the signals un1(t) are sent using L-pulse diversity,

and the decision variables of interest are

L
U, = E I2Ea + Nnl12

ni=1
L

Ur = E INn.I 2  m = 2,3,...,M (4.17)
n=1

Since the (N,} are uncorrelated Gaussian random variables, these {Un} are chi-square

random variables with 2L degrees of freedom. They are statistically independent, and
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have the following probability density function:

f(U.) 1 oL I ule_./2U 2  UM > 0 (4.18)1=2L 2L r(L) m = 2,3,..., M

Likewise, U, is a noncentral chi-square random variable, with 2L degrees of freedom

and noncentrality parameter,

L
X E (2Ea)2 = 4LE 2a2  (4.19)

n=2

Its probability density function is therefore

1(U1) = L,-(uX/ e(u1+A)23IL - " U1  0 (4.20)

where I4(z) is the nth order modified Bessel function of the first kind.

The channel probability of symbol error, PM, is the probability that one or more

decision variables {U.), m = 2,3,..., M, is greater than U1 . Alternatively, PM can be

determined using the complement of a correct decision:

PM = 1 - Pr(U 2 < U1, U3 < U1,...,UM < U)

1 [Pr(U 2 < u IU = u1 )]M-' f(ul) dul (4.21)

where

Pr(U2 < uilUi = u,) - f (U2) dU2  (4.22)

and f(u2) is given in (4.18). This integral can be evaluated in closed form by first

expressing it in the form of the incomplete gamma function, and then integrating by

parts [21], resulting in
-1(u 1 /2o.2 )k 4.3

Pr(U2 < uljU 1 = ul) = 1 L- e- 1/2 (4.23)
k=O

Substituting (4.20) and (4.23) into (4.21),

PM = 1 - [1 - e -" /2 2 L-1 (u/2 f(u 1 ) dulk=o J
- -o1  e-ul/2c2 L -1 (ui/2a2) -

2"" eu1e-(2 
k+A)12 l (4

e-(u+)/U 'L-1 ( )du 1  (4.24)
a(a2)
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Using a variable substitution of ul = 2a 2v, dul - 2W2 dv, this simplifies to

Li M-1 .I00= f - - ] e!(L+A/2" 2 )IL,_ 12v 1 dv (4.25)

Substituting A = 4LE 2a2 and Qr2 = 2ENo,

Novr 2 1vk1MlNv\ Lc.L ( LEa
PM =1- 1- e-  -o 2 N.dy

(4.26)

It is now recognized that LEa2 No is the total received symbol SNR which has been

split evenly among L channels (pulses). Letting y = LEac/No = log 2 M(Eb/No), the

probability of symbol error is

PM -- ] ' e-(v+')IiL_ (2V/' ) dv (4.27)

The above equation can be used to determine PM; a final variable substitution, v = 7z,

could also be used:

PM = I -f [l-e -' ("  ] l w -P eI-'Y(2+)It_1 (27V ") dz (4.28)

For orthogonal M-ary signalling, the relationship between the bit and symbol error

probabilities is

PE=PM M/2 (4.29)

Equations (4.27) and (4.28) must be solved numerically, with 7, L, and M as input

parameters. For small values of M, a union bound can be formed as PM < (M-1) P 2(L),

where P2(L) is the probability of error in choosing between U and any of the other

M - 1 variables [21]:

P2(L) -k22/1 2 k (b) (4.30)

n=O 2

where 7b = Eb/No, k = log2 M, and

1 L-:-n( 2 L -1) (4.31)
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of Union Bound to Exact Results

Figure 4.6 illustrates the accuracy of the union bound for several values of M and L.

For M = 2, there is no difference between the approximated and exact results. As M

increases, the union bound offers good results only for large signal-to-noise ratios.

It is well known that noncoherent detection and combining is not as efficient as

coherent processing, due to noncoherent combining losses (also known as integration

loss). Let (E/No) be the SNR of a single pulse which allows detection with a specified

probability of error, PE. If this energy were split equally among L pulses and combined

coherently, the required per pulse SNR to achieve the same Pu would be Ec/No =

(B/No)z/IL. If the pulses are combined noncoherently, however, the SNR of each pulse,

EI,/N, must be greater than EB/No to obtain the same Pr-hence the total SNR must

be greater than (E/No)i. This is illustrated in Figure 4.7, which shows the probability

of bit error as a function of combining and the SNR per bit (Eb/No = 7f/log2 M). As

shown, for a constant PE, the required SNR increases as more pulses are combined.
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Figure 4.7: Performance Curves for Noncoherent Combining

The noncoherent combining loss is defined as follows:

Lc- E,/NO _ Ep/NO _ (E/NO)L (4.32)
Er/No (E/No),IL - (E/No)1

where (E/No)1 is the SNR required for no combining (L = 1), and (EINO)L =LEE/No

is the post integration SNR of L pulses. LC is a function of PE and L, as shown in

Figure 4.8; for constant L, LC decreases as PE decreases.

In spite of these losses, pulse combining offers a real improvement in covertness.

From (4.6), the required communication SNR can be modified to account for pulse

combining as shown (without error control coding),

Sc _ (LE&) LcR& = (L, ) Lc log2 M (3)
N(, kNo) L kNo IL Th

where (Ez./No)1 and R& are the required SNR per bit and data rate prior to combining.

To obtain a desired data rate of Rd bps, the required level of combining is

L R : 6 _ 1og2 M (4-34)
L Rd ThRd
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Figure 4.8: Noncoherent Combining Loss

The effect of combining on the required SNR is totally embodied in the factor LC/L,

which is plotted in Figure 4.9. The dashed line represents lossless combining, in which

case Sc/No decreases by 10log(L) dB. With noncoherent detection and combining,

however, an increase in L is offset by a slight increase in Lc, resulting in a change in

Sc/No of lOlog(Lc/L) dB. With PE = 10 - and L = 10, Sc/No decreases by about

8 dB. If the transmit power is reduced by this amount, the intercept range drops by 4

dB-i.e., if the interceptor were originally 10 miles away, it must close to within 4 miles

to maintain the same performance level.

4.2.4 Coding in Conjunction with Pulse Combining

Reed-Solomon coding can be used in conjunction with noncoherent pulse combining to

lessen the impact of noncoherent combining losses. The probability of channel symbol

error using L-pulse diversity is given in (4.27). Substituting this into (4.9) gives the

probability that a symbol in the received N-tuple is in error, which can then be used
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Figure 4.9: Reduction of SNR due to Combining

to compute the bit error probability. Figure 4.10 shows performance curves for L = 10

and a (31,27) code.

The coding gain is a function of the channel symbol error probability, PM, which

depends on L (Equation (4.27)). Therefore, the coding gain is also a function of L,

as shown in Figure 4.11. In other words, combining and coding cannot be analyzed

independently.

The overall effects of Reed-Solomon coding and noncoherent pulse combining on the

required Sc/No can be expressed as follows:

Sc_ (E'IR3 1
N- kN 1  L G.& (L)

where

" (Eb/No)1 is the SNR per uncoded/uncombined bit required to obtain the

specified PE

" R, is the burst data rate of the information plus coding overhead
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Figure 4.10: Pulse Combining with Reed-Solomon Coding

" L and Lc are the number of pulses combined and the corresponding combining

loss

" G.&(L) is the coding gain, measured at the specified PU (a function of L-see

Figure 4.11)

4.3 Time-Frequency Parameters

In the previous section, techniques to improve covertness, by increasing the modulation

quality factor, focused on the reduction of SC/No. In this section, emphasis is placed

on the interceptor's SNR, S,/No. The two intercept receivers considered here are the

wideband radiometer and FB/BMW detector.

The required SNIL for the two receivers depend on the desired performance, ob-

servation time, and bandwidth, as shown in (4.3) and (4.5). PF and PD are receiver
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parameters controlled by the interceptor; they are usually specified based on the opera-

tional mission objectives and other considerations, such as the costs of false alarmns and
missed detections.

Technically, W1 and T1 are receiver parameters as well, since they are ultimately

under the control of the interceptor. It is commonly assumed, however, that the inter-

ceptor has general knowledge of the signal parameters and therefore sets its bandwidth

and observation time accordingly. In this case, W1 and T1 essentially become waveform

parameters which can be adjusted to reduce waveform detectability.

4.3.1 Relative Quality Factor

It is customary to design LPI waveforms such that no one intercept receiver performs

substantially better than another. With this in mind, the relative detection range using

the FB/BMW compared to the radiometer can be expressed as follows,
4.3.1~ Reltiv Qult Facto

=RAD QFB
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(SIlNO)tAD/U

(SI/NO)FB
dR/U /WIT, (4.36)

dFVW2J2T

where
dR = Q-1 (PF)- Q-(D)

dp = Q-(QF) - Q-(QD)

QF and QD are solved using Table 3.3. The number of hops observed is N = T1/T 2,

and if the channels are contiguous, M = W1/W2. Substituting these into (4.36) yields

RFB 2 = dR/UV WITI (4.37)
RRAD - dpV/(W 1 /M)/(Tj1/N)

di 1 (4.38)
dp U N

Equation (4.38) completely describes the relative performance of the FB/BMW de-

tector compared to the radiometer. For fixed PF and PD, the waveform parameters

available for optimization are U, M, and N:

" U is the number of active users in the network. U is considered a waveform

parameter here since it affects how much energy is dispersed in the overall

Wi x T1 time-frequency space.

" M is the number of frequency channels, and therefore the maximum number of

users allowed at any given time. The network load is therefore defined as U/M.

For fixed W1, increasing M decreases the channel bandwidth.

" N is the number of hops observed. For fixed TI, varying N has the effect of

changing the hop rate: fH = 1/T 2 = N/T, hops/sec.

Each of these parameters influences Equation (4.38) in two ways, the obvious one being

the factor (1/U) MIN. As shown in Table 3.3, the channel probabilities QF and QD

depend on M, N, and U, as well.

Note that Equation (4.38) only provides information regarding the relative perfor-

mance of the two detectors. For example, the overall bandwidth, W1, does not appear

in the equation, since for a given value of M, any change in W changes W2 by the same

factor. Likewise, for constant N, any change in Ti results in the same change in T2.
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4.3.2 Frequency Hop Rate

Varying N while keeping T, fixed has the effect of changing the hop rate-if T, = 1

sec, then N is the hop rate. Figures 4.12-4.13 illustrate the effect of N on the relative

performance of the two detectors, with M and U as parameters. The general trend

is a reduction in FB/BMW detection range, relative to the wideband radiometer, as

the hop rate increases. This is consistent with previous research on the interception of

single LPI links, and can be attributed to the reduction in integration as the hop rate

increases (i.e., consider the effect of decreasing T2 on Equation (4.5)).

As shown in Figure 4.13, the influence of N diminishes as the load increases. With

U = 10 and M = 100 (10% load), a factor of 10 change in hop rate results in a decrease

in relative detection range of 0.8-0.9 dB. For a fully loaded network, changing the hop

rate has little or no effect.

FBIBMW Detection Range, Relative to WB Radiometer

Pt=le.4, Pd=0.95
0. U=IO Emitters

0

M=500

-1.5 -

2.5

10 °  10' 102 10, 10'

Number of Hops Observed. N-T1/T2

Figure 4.12: Effect of Hop Rate on Detection Range, U = 10 Emitters
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Figure 4.13: Effect of Hop Rate on Detection Range, M = 100 Channels

4.3.3 Number of Channels

When W, is fixed, increasing M decreases the channel bandwidth, which reduces the

required SNR for the FB/BMW detector. This is illustrated in Figures 4.14-4.15. In-

creasing M generally favors the FB/BMW detector, although the change becomes less

pronounced as the hop rate increases. However, the FB/BMW detector is better than

the radiometer (its relative detection range is greater than 0 dB) only when N and U

are small, and M is large.
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Figure 4.15: Effect of Number of Channels on Detection Range, N =50
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4.3.4 Network Load

Clearly, adding more users increases the network's detectability for either detector.

However, the radiometer uses the additional eviergy much more efficiently, as shown in

Figure 4.16 and 4.17. When the number of emitters is small, the filter bank detector

generally provides better detection performance than the radiometer, which is to be

expected. However, as the network load increases, the radiometer becomes more sensi-

tive. Furthermore, increases in M and N tend to decrease the load at which the two

detectors provide equivalent performance.

FB4IMW Detection Range. Relative to WB Radiomeler
5 1 1

Pl=le-4, Pd=0.95
N=TI/T2=1

3

M=0 M=20

0. M-50

.1

-2-

.3
M=100

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Network Load, U/M (percent)

Figure 4.16: Effect of Network Load on Detection Range, N = 1

4.3.5 Wideband vs Channelized Detection

There are two primary reasons why the filter bank detection is superior only for detection

of lightly-loaded networks. First, the FB/BMW detector is a sub-optimal detector

originally conceived for the detection of single frequency hopping signals. Since FH

signals occupy only a single channel in any hop interval, the binary ORing of the channel
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Figure 4.17: Effect of Network Load on Detection Range, M = 100

outputs is appropriate. If signal energy is present in multiple channels, then a digital

summation and thresholding of the filter bank outputs, as shown in Figure 3.7 and

discussed in Section 3.3 is more sensitive-however, the interceptor must know how

many signals might be present. If the threshold kM is set too high, then networks

containing just a few transmitters may go undetected.

If the binary OR operation is replaced with summing and thresholding, Equa-

tion (3.51) is modified as follows,

M

P = E ) Q(1 - OF) M - i (4.39)
i=kAM \

The hop detection probability, p1, is more difficult to solve, but an approximation is

given in [8]:

=h, j~mx~o,- j) k i-_j )D F
1=k- jmaX(0)i-M+U)

(1 - QD)U3'(1 - QF)M-i+3-U (4.40)
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Qp and QD are solved from the above equations, after po and p, have been determined

using Equations (3.49) and (3.50). It has been shown that 0.2U < km :5 0.5U for

maximum sensitivity [8]. Figure 4.18 shows the improvement which can be obtained

if the interceptor has knowledge of the number of emitters and and builds the better

detector.

A second reason why filter bank detection is inferior for large network loads is binary

quantization loss-i.e., if the entire T1 x W1 time-frequency space contains energy, a

single energy measurement is more efficient than using NM separate measurements

over T2 x W2. This is illustrated in Figure 4.19. When N = 1, the quantization loss of

0.5 dB is attributed to frequency channelization. For N > 1, an additional 0.5 dB loss

is incurred.

Moified FBi9MW vs Radiometer

4 Pd=0.95
P1=1-4

3

2-

M=2 Mdi FBB

-

-22
OR FB/BMW

-3

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Network Load, U/M (percent)

Figure 4.18: Modified FB/BMW Detector Performance Comparison
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Figure 4.19: Modified FB/BMW Performance as Function of N

4.3.6 Design Strategy

As seen in the preceding sections, the wideband radiometer generally the most threat

to the LPI network. The FB/BMW detector is superior only when the hop rate is

small and load are small. Changes in M and N do not affect the performance of the

radiometer, since T and W, are assumed fixed. Therefore, the LPI network waveforms

should be designed such that detection with the radiometer is minimized. Then, M and

N can be selected (perhaps based on the expected average number of users) such that

the FB/BMW detector performs no better than the radiometer.

If the number of users changes significantly, the network parameters could be adapted

to maintain equalization between the two receivers. This would require some form of

network monitoring and control, which would track the number of active emitters and

adjust M and N accordingly. Adaptive network control is beyond the scope of this

research, although it has been investigated in [23].
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4.4 Example Network Waveform Design

In this section, two candidate LPI networks are designed to illustrate the application of

the waveform design techniques presented in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. First, the stand-off

network intercept model will be used, followed by the dispersed network model. The

design parameters given in Table 4.3 will be used.

Wi = 100 MHz total bandwidth
T= 1 sec signal duration
U = 10 number of users
Rc = 5 miles broadcast range (equal power)
PE = 10 -  communication bit error probability
Rb = 2400 bps data rate (2400 bits sent in T, interval)

PF 10-4 interceptor false alarw wobability
PD = 0.95 interceptor detection p jability
G1 =10 dB, 0 dB intercept gain for stand-off and dispersed network

intercept scenarios, respectively

Table 4.3: Candidate Network Requirements

4.4.1 Stand-off Network Intercept Model

First, consider a simple DS-CDMA system in which BPSK modulation is used. To

obtain PE = 10' , Eb/No - 9.6 dB, hence SC/No = 43.4 dB-Hz. The required SNR for a

wideband radiometer tuned to the network is S1/No = [Q- 1 (PF) - Q- 1 (PD)]vWij T =

47.3 dB-Hz. Using these values with U = 10 and GI = 10 dB, the network LPI quality

factor is

Q2 _ (Si /No) 1
RA \RR - (Sc/No) UG1

= 47.3- 43.4- 10- 10 = -16.1 dB

Thus, the radiometer's intercept range is approximately 32 miles.

Now consider an FH-CDMA scheme using 32-ary orthogonal FSK waveforms and

noncoherent detection. To transmit 2400 bps, a hop rate of N/T, = 480 hops/sec is

required (there are log 2 32 = 5 bits/hop). With N = 480 and U = 10, an appropriate
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number of channels can be selected using the results from Section 4.3. As shown in

Figure 4.12, the radiometer presents the greater threat, for all M < 100, so M = 100 will

be used here. For Pr = 10- 6, E/No = 7.1 dB, and SC/No = 40.9 dB-Hz. Therefore, the

radiometer's quality factor is -13.6 dB-hence, using 32-ary FSK reduces the detection

range to 24 miles.

The required SNR for the FB/BMW detector (with ORing of the nel outputs),

is S1 /No = 41.5 dB; its quality factor is tien

( Rc 2 (Si/No) 1
QB=RFB) (Sc/INo) GI

= 41.5- 40.9- 10 = -9.4 dB

The FB/BMW detection range is therefore 14.8 miles, 2.1 dB smaller than tat of the

radiometer, which agrees with Figure 4.12.

Next, pulse combining is used in conjunction with Reed-Solomon coding to reduce

the data rate. Using L = 10 with a (31,23) code results in Lc/L = -8 dB (from

Figure 4.9) and a coding gain of G,(L) = 1.4 dB (from Figure 4.11). From (4.35),

Sc/No = 31.5 dB-Hz, so QRAD = -4.2 dB, and RRAD - 8.1 miles. For the FB/BMW

detector, QFB = 0 dB, and RFB = RC = 5 miles.

The data rate could also be reduced by simply reducing the hop rate. Unlike pulse

combining, which can be used independently by any network transmitter, this method

requires all transmitters to change their hop rate simultaneously. Reducing the data

rate to 240 bps decreases SC/No by 10 dB to 30.9 dB-Hz, and the new hop rate is 48

hops/sec. For the wideband radiometer, QLPI = -3.6 dB, and RRAD = 7.6 miles. For

the FB/BMW detector with N = 48, Si/No = 39.4 dB-Hz, hence QFB = -1.5 dB, and

RFB = 6 miles.

If a (31, 23) Reed-Solomon code is used with the slower hop rate, G. = 2 dB (from

Figure 4.11 with L = 1). Therefore, the detection ranges for the two receivers decrease

by 1 dB, yielding RRAD ze 6 miles, and RF z 4.7 miles.

Table 4.4 summarizes the results for the stand-off intercept scenario. Note that fo-

these parameters, the radiometer's performance is better (its intercept range is larger)

when pulse combining is used as opposed to the slower hop rate. This can be attributed

to the noncoherent combining loss and reduced coding gain for L = 10: the difference

in QLPI is Gad.(1) - G,.&(10) - Lc = 2.6 dB, resulting in a 1.3 dB range difference.
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The FB/BMW detector's performance, on the other hand, is only slightly different

for the two data rate reduction methods. As with the radiometer, noncoherent pulse

combining is not as effective as slowing down the hop rate, although the difference is less

pronounced because 51 /NO decreases as the hop rate decreases. As seen in Table 4.4,

the 2.6 dB decrease in SC/No is offset by a 2.1 dB decrease in S1 /No, with an overall

0.5 d.B reduction in QFB.

Comm Parameters Radiometer FB/BMW

BPSK modulation S1/NO = 47.3 dB-Hz
Sc/No = 43.4 dB-Hz QRAD = -16.1 dB

RRAD = 32 m!i

32-ary FSK SI/NO = 47.3 dB-Hz Sj/No = 41.5 dB-Hz
M =100,N =480 QRAD =-13.6 dB QFB =-9.4 dB
Sc/No = 40.9 dB-Hz RRAD = 24 mi RFR = 14.8 m!l

32-ary FSK Sr/No = 47.3 dB-Hz Si/No = 41.5 dB-Hz
L = 10 Pulse combining, QRAD = -4.2 dB QFB = 0 dB
(31,23) R-S code RRAD = 8.1 mi RFB = 5 M!l

M =100, N = 480
Lc 2 dB, G.&(L) =1.4 dB
Sc/No = 31.5 dB-Hz

32-ary FSK 51/No = 47.3 dB-Hz 5 1 No = 39.4 dB-Hz
Reduced Hop Rate QRAD = -3.6 dB QFB = -1.5 dB
M=l100N =48 RRAD =T.6 1m! RFB = 6mi

Sc/No = 30.9 dLB-Hz

32-ary FSK S1 /No = 47.3 dB-Hz 51 /NO = 39.4 dB-Hz
Reduced Hop Rate QJUD = -1.6 dB QFB = 0.5 dB
(31,23) R-S code RRAD = 6 mi RFB = 4.7 ni
M = 100, N = 48
G.& =2dB
Sc/No = 28.9 diB-Hz

Table 4.4: Stand-off Network Intercept Summary
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4.4.2 Dispersed Network Intercept Model

The dispersed network intercept model calculations are summarized in Table 3.2. For

this example, the transmitter locations, {(zi, y31)} are uniformly distributed within a

10 x 10 mile region, each with broadcast range Rc = 5 miles. An omnidirectional

intercept antenna is assumed.

To assess detectability with the wideband radiometer, the following parameters are
input to the model: Pp, T, W1, SC/No, Rc, and the transmitter locations. The values
of SC/No for the network structures given in the previous example will be used, i.e.,

Sc/No = 43.4 dB-Hz for BPSK, 40.9 dB-Hz for 32-ary FSK, etc. Results are provided

in Table 4.5 and Figures 4.20-4.22.

Detection Area
Comm Parameters (sq miles, PD = 0.95)

BPSK modulation WB Rad: 373.5
Sc/No = 43.4 dB-Hz

32-ary FSK WB Rad: 232.1
SC/No = 40.9 dB-Hz FB/BMW: 153.9

32-ary FSK, combining, coding WB Rad: 35.4
Sc/No = 31.5 dB-Hz FB/BMW: 29.8

32-ary FSK, reduced hop rate WB Rad: 29.2
Sc/No = 30.9 dB-Hz FB/BMW: 49.2

32-ary FSK, reduced WB Rad: 15.4
hop rate, coding FB/BMW: 32.4

Sc/No = 28.9 dB-Hz

Table 4.5: Dispersed Network Intercept Summary
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Figure 4.21: Detectability Contours for the FB/BMW Detector
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Figure 4.22: Comparison of Wideband Radiometer to FB/BMW Detector



Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Summary

In Chapter 3, two network detectability models, with their corresponding performance

metrics were developed. The dispersed network intercept model covers situations in

which the network transmitters are geographically dispersed throughout the tactical

region of interest, and the interceptor is inside the network. In this model, the achieved

probability of detection is computed based on the received signal-to-noise ratio from

each network transmitter. The performance metric for this model is the detection area

(determined using numerical analysis techniques) for the specified probabilities of false

alarm and detection. This model is highly dependent on the network scenario, such as

transmitter placement.

The stand-off network intercept model is applicable for situations in which the net-

work transmitters have equal power levels and are very close together, and the intercep-

tor is relatively far away-resulting in roughly equal energy received from each emitter.

Under these assumptions, the required SNR from each emitter can be determined as

a function of the desired intercept performance, and network LPI quality factors can

be used to directly compare the regions of communication and interception, as a func-

tion of the signal parameters. This model is scenario independent-only the waveform

parameters and the methods used to detect them are important.

Several waveform design techniques for improving the covertness of the LPI net-

work were developed in Chapter 4. Specific topics addressed were higher order M-ary

107
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signaling, Reed-Solomon coding, and data rate control via pulse combining. When us-

ing these techniques in conjunction, sigaificant reductions in network detectability can

be obtained, as illustrated in examples for both the dispersed and stand-off intercept

scenarios.

The network LPI quality factors were also used to illustrate how waveform param-

eters can be optimized to defeat channelized detectors, such as the filter bank/binary

moving window detector. It was shown that the relative performance of the FB/BMW

detector compared to the wideband radiometer is a function of the number of frequency

channels, the hop rate, and the number of active transmitters. The radiometer generally

presents the greater threat to the LPI network, since it forms a single detection decision

based on the total received energy. The FB/BMW detector, on the other hand, com-

bines many energy measurements into an overall decision, and is therefore susceptible

to quantization losses.

It was shown that the FB/BMW detector is superior to the radiometer only when

the frequency hop rate and number of active transmitters are small, and the number of

frequency channels is large. If the interceptor has knowledge of how many users may be

operating, the FB/BMW performance can be improved. However, for heavily loaded

networks (i.e., all channels are in use), the wideband radiometer will always be superior,

because of quantization losses in the FB/BMW detector.

5.2 Recommendations

Throughout the course of this research, several topics for further study became apparent.

Some of these topics concern adding more detail to the detection models, while others

deal with LPI networks in general. Topics for improving the detectability models derived

here include the following:

" Incorporate the network detectability models into a computer aided analysis

tool, such as the LPI/SDA program [19].

" Develop the appropriate detectability equations for other multiple access

network schemes, such as the Joint Tactical Information Distribution System

(JTIDS), and distributed time division multiple access (DTDMA).
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" Incorporate more advanced intercept receivers, such as cyclic feature and hop

rate detectors.

" Extend network detection models to allow mixed propagation modes, such as

ground-to-ground, air-to-air, and ground-to-air.

" Integrate techniques for modeling realistic placement and/or movement of

network transmitters (i.e., troop movement, strike force flight plans, etc.).

Potential topics regarding the administration of LPI networks include the study of

adaptive power control and network control. Adaptive power control for LPI networks

is critical to minimizing detectability and must address the problem of ensuring that

each intended receiver has the required signal-to-noise ratio to demodulate the data

stream with the specified probability of error.

Control of the LPI network also promises to be an interesting area of further research.

Two levels of control will likely be required. Local control will be required at each

network transmitter, while an overall network control function is desired to optimize

the network's performance and minimize its detectability. Some issues to be considered

are the adaptation of waveforms, power control, data rate control, and connectivity

among various users. Any control algorithms should be as efficient as possible, thereby

minimizing the required overhead.
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